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The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college .; newspaper, was
established in 1894 with the following
editorial:
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp_and
pointed, well rounded -yet many sided, assidiously tenacious, yet as gritty
and tenacious as its name implies,
victorious in single combat and
therefore without peer, wonderfully
attractive and extensive in circulation, all these will be forced upon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of the Sandspur."
The .Rollins Sandspur is a publication produced by the students of
Rollins College. Sandspur offices are
located in the Student Center, Rollins
College. The Rollins Sandspur is produced at the Type People, 722 W.
Smith St., Orlando, FL. and printed at
the Oviedo Outlook, Oviedo, FL.
In an effort to establish a continuing
dialogue within the Rollins community, the Rollins Sondspur promotes
discussion indigenious to the
scholastic environment. Therefore this
paper encourages students to voice
their opinions or concerns on pertinent issues in the form of letters to the
editor.
•
Letters will be printed on a spaceavailable basis. All letters must be
received by the Monday before the
paper appears. All letters should be
addressed: Editor, Rollins Sondspur,
Box 2742, Rollins College.

.Throw·away the towel,
1ers get stoned
byJayWerba

Uh, oh hi. How are you? . take for a given situation. out appropriately on a
I'm the editor of the Sand- I'm sure that there are _ mirror sitting in ·the dead
spur. I'm supposed to write more drug related articles center of the floor. Given
an editorial about some- inside but I Just forgot what this situation, the student
thing significar,t. I . cari else is going into the will either be immediately
write about anything in paper. Anyway, I sincerely kicked out or else,
the world. Think about it- -hope that you enjoy it, if brought in front of student
ANYTHING. But there's a not, just smoke a joint and court and then kicked out.
p_
roblem-1 can't think of throw the paper away.
Then what does the stu,ANYTHIN G t-o write. But . 1·guess th~t since this is dent do? Find a job, of
thafs OK I guess, I'll just jot the drug and alcohol course. Oh God, aren't
down whatever pops into issue and since I am the those prospects wildly
my head. If fhe para- ,editor, I'm supposed · to · depressing?
graphs see.m disjointed, write something about
Now, think of your favorthafs because they are- drugs and/ or alcohol. OK, ite administrator or faculty
aftet all, I don't know how .that sounds fair to me, I'll member. If they want to
to write. I ~now that the ed- do it. Students here ·at Roi- get stoned, all they have
itor of the Sandspur is lins· are not _allowed to _to do is make sure that the
supposed to know how-to possess or imbibe any ii- kids aren't . around, draw
write and . probably legal substance at all. The the blinds and spark it up.
.would if I were an English reason, of course, is be- They don't ·have to worry
major, but rm· not. What cause drugs are illegal about some ultra-curious
the he.II-it's OK with me if it's · and Rollins would be_ cop , or RA poking his/her
OK with you.
busted by.the government . nose against the crack of
Recently, a guy rolled if it were ro sudde,nly say the door in a diligent etinto the Sandspur office, to ifs students, "OK every- fort to detect the sweet
congratulated me on the one, it's alright to do what- - aroma of ignited can•
political issue aria asked ever drug yo_u want, when- nibas. So, in reality, ifs
me how r was going to . · ever.you want and where- quite unfair to -us stu"top if'. "I'm not,'' was my ver you want.- Could you dents. While · the a~min•
general respons_
e. If I were imagine groups oJ peop·l e - istration and faculty can
to . try to outdo e·ach lolling around on the iib- be stoned in perfe~t harprevious · issue, I'd kill rary lciwn smoking joints, mony and safety, we
myself withi.n a WEJek. After popping pills, doi-n g lines .students must constantly
worry about odor con•
some thought., I told this a"d ·injecting heroin?
guy that instead of trying
Rollins has to obey the scious RA's and ,overbear•
to "top" the last issue, I-was strict strictures of the law ing
campus
safety
goin·g to change the that have been passed mani.acs, some of whom
_direction of the next issue. · down- by the state and _ are authorized to carry
The last issue worked be- - Feder a I govern me n t. . around loaded pistols.
cause it was themec;:t - Therefore, Rollin's students
So what's the solution?
around the generQI topic have - been forced_ to WeU really, Ifs quite slm•
o, politics. For this _issue, shove towels against the . pie. Since ifs Safe for our
the decision was made to cracks on the bottom of · administrators or faculty
theme the paper around their doors whenever they members to get high any_the general topic of drugs want to get stoned. If this time they want to; the
and alc~hoJ-after all, was all there_were to it, it ·obvious solution is just to
what subject could . be would be just fine with me, make an appointment
more applicable for col- but a problem arises if with· one of the adminislege students? Therefore, there is a very strict _RA who · tration or faculty, show up
many of_the articles inside has a particularly sensitive at his or her house at the
deal with _either drugs nasal passage. If the RA designated time and get
and/or alcohol. Included smeUs Whacky tobaccy stoked out of your mind
i~sid~ is a piece written by_ smoke emanating fro~ withouf having to worry
Bill Viall, the Sandspur's ex- ·the bottom crack of a about the consequences.
P~rt o~ the Soviet Union. students door, he/she can_ Yeah, I know, this sounds
His article deals with the coll campus safety and impossible and I'm sure
topic of the Soviet popula- campus safety can de- that it is but ifs fun to think
tion'! excessive drinking mand entrance into the about. Anyway, look RA's,
_ha_b1t. Ther~ a~e also room. Now just imagine for anytime you detect a
~rticles deahn~ with drugs a moment that the room sickly sweet aroma rising
•~ sports, an mformative reeks of pot smoke, there from th_e bottom of som•
piece o~ various wines, are several bongs strewn one's door, do everyone a
and a quiz that tests your about the ·room and there favor and ·turn your nostrils
knowledge on what to are lines of coke spread the other way.
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A.D.E.P. T. An alternative -to drug and alco~ol abuse
by Lauren Hagel
The "Code of Students'
Rights and Responsibilities"
has been reworke.d and is
presently set forth for popular
consumption in the recently
distributed "A-Times", beginning on page 53. Before its revision, the code was a compila:
tion of rights, amended irregularly by the administration,
containing a number of internal
contradictions. The present
code, written by cooperating
student and administrative
committe~s, was unanimously
approved.
Policy for amendment
(originating in the SGA), appeal,
protest, privacy and procedure
for reporting grievances and infractions are creatively
enumerated, placing emphasis
upon social self-responsibility
within the Rollins residential
community. Students at Rollins
are not sheltered from outside
law, but campus disciplinary ac-

tion includes greater measures
of education and coun·seling.
Although the Dean of the College holds responsibility for student discipline, much of the
business of ajudication is
handled by students and peers.
House councils and the Student
Hearing Board hear disputes
and grievances thought to be
best handled by the communities involved. The Dean
dispenses with those disputes
of a minor nature, necessitating
no further investigation and
also passes final judgement on
the mo~t serious of offenses.
No code of penalties exists. Infractions are considered on an
individual basis.
Some possible sanctions are
listed in the code, but not in
connection with particular offenses. A student may be warned in writing, restricted socially,
fined, assigned work duty as
restitution, · suspended or ter-

•minated, according to the out materials, plan workshops,
recommend policy and pronature of his/her violation.
cedure
and outline counseling
Attempts are being made to
possibilities.
include alternatives to judicial
Present policy differences
action in disciplinary process.
between substance use in norA.D.E.P.T. is investigation
counseling and education sup- m a I social -situations and
substance abuse that clearly
plements to the standing
disciplinary poLicy. Users of il- demonstrates an individual's
legal substances .may be ex- s e If-des t r_u ct iv e tendencies.
pected to watch a film or write a Students that now feel hesitant
paper on abuse, or they may be about seeking advice or help for
advised . to seek counseling. a drug-related problem would
Compulsory sessions have not have acc.ess to new channels of
proved effectiye, for a student communication through the formust be receptive to assistance mation of A.D.E.P.T. programs.
before such a program can ac- A student's health and wellbeing must come before fear of
complish anything.
A.D.E.P.T. has been formed to disciplinary consequences.
The administration wishes to
research the resources
available to those students accentuate the importance of
whose drug and alcohol usage the individual at Rollins, while
arises from emotional instabili- , preserving order and continuity
ty, psychological or physical ad- within which academic and
diction, lack ot self-control or social education is ~xpected to
other detrimental sources. Niile flourish.
Students at Rollins have accommittees have begun to seek

cess to a code of rights and
responsibilities that allows for
creative interpretation, but
maintains a workable structure.
The degree to which this community of self-governing participants is successful in protecting the interests and aspirations of all of its members
depends upon those who are
knowledgeable about their
rights under the new code.
Those in ignorance of or indifferent to self-respon·sibility will
surely need counsel from the
former when found in violation
of the generally accepted
codes.
All students are advised to
~now and protect their rights, to
experiment with various means
of self-government and ~o seek
assistance when confused
about possible solutions to
social, emotional or legal difficulties.

Students irate over raised drinking age
MADISON, WI (CPS) Students at the University of
At North Carolina State
Wisconsin-Madison joined University, for instance, state
by disgru·ntted students from alcohol control agents recently
across the state - staged a busted 36 students in one night
mass "drink-in- on the steps of for alc_ohol policy violations at a
the state capitol last week to campus frat party.
protest efforts to raise the drinkThe next night agents aring age there to 21.
rested 53 more NCSU students
"We, as students, understand on similar charges.
that we and our peers will not
Police arrested 56 students
stop drinking because the law for liquor violations at Illinois
dictates that we do," proclaim- State University during the first
ed Dan Katz, legislative affairs weekend in September, and ardirector for the Wisconsin Stu- rested 47 more violators the
dent Association, which follow·ing weekend.
represents student governIndiana makes random
ments from campuses around checks in a desperate attempt
the state.
to enforce the new alcohol
. The defiance of new drinking policy on that campus, where
policies expressed by Katz and freshmen supposedly believe
other students at the Wisconsin "that y·ou come to IU to get
drink-in - where the day's mot- drunk," says Dean of Students
to was "F* * k 'em if we can't Michael Gordon.
take a drink" has been
"Some very important people,
echoed by students around the including some students, staff,
nation over the last month.
and faculty, are willing to say,
While
some
experts 'Ha, (the campus alcohol policy)
predicted tough new campus is all a very funny joke,' " Gordrinking regulations nationwide don complains.
would cause some students
That's evidently the feeling of
unease as they learned new some Notre Dame students,
ways to socialize, it appears who last summer "kidnapped" a
that -many students are flaun- bust of famed football coach
ting the regulations openly and Km,1te Rockne to protest the
at times even outwardly rebell- school's drinking policy.
ing against them.
Along with a color picture of

the bust comfortably tanning at _ing illegal."
a nearby beach, the Notre Dame
In addition, "many states are
student paper has received a now raising their drinking ages
ran'som note warning that the to 21, creating displaced
Rockn_e. sculpture won't be drinkers who have no place to
returned "till the students have drink except on campus," he
their beer."
says.
Problems and complications
Finally, Keller notes, "alcohol
with alcohol policies also are abuse has replaced drug abuse
plaguing such scho'ols as Fort as the number one student
Hays State University, Arizona behavior problem. And all these
State, St. Bonaventure, and problems combined are really
.New Mexico, to name just ~ making alcohol an issue - at
few.
many
colleges
and
"Alcohol-related problems universities." .
are obviously taking up more
The whole "get tough" attime of campus law enforce- titude toward student drinking,
ment agencies these days, and some believe, is only making
alcohol abuse is a greater pro- the matter worse at many
blem, or at least recognized schools.
more," says Dan Keller, director
"Any time you trim back peoof Campus Crime Prevention ple's rights and opportunity,
Programs and -chief of public there will be some reactions,"
safety at the University of says Jonathan Burton, exLouisville.
ecutive director of the National
"We have two or three major lnterfraternity Conference.
things happening at the same
Just as many students and
time that are making the fraternities were endorsing new
alcohol problem greater, or at drinking policies and campus
least more visible on a lot of alcohol awareness programs,
campuses," he explains.
he says, administrators and
For one thing, "students who politicians started cramming
may have been drinking legally new rules down students'
off campus are now transferring throats.
their drinking habits to campus
Instead officials should be
where new policies make drink- working to "change attitudes as

opposed to l~gislation," Burton
says.
"The whole movement might
have been much more effective
if the campus alcohol education
programs had been given more
time to pick up ·speed," he
theorizes. "First comes education, then minds are changed,
and then legislation can be
enacted with everyone's full
support."
And while the new campus
alcohol crackdown is preoccupying pollce, frustrating adm in istrators, and angering
students, it may not be having·
any effect on what it was
designed to prevent: alcoholrelated accidents.
A recent Boston University
study found that raising the
drinking age from 18 to 20 five
years ago has had no effect on
traffic deaths or the drinking
habits of underaged students in ·
Massachusetts.
The only thing the law has
done, says study author Robert
Smith, is foster among students
"a cynicism toward the
legislative process and
disregard for law enforcement."
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Adeptly coping with drugs & alcohol

Moscow Joumal:
Russians on
the rocks

by Nonnan Jones
Personal Counselor
As a new staff member in the (Alcohol & Drug Education PlanPersonal Counseling Office, it ning Team), which was
beeame evident early in my con- established this fall as a spintact with Rollins that drug and off of the Health Advisory Comalcohol is~ues were on many mittee. ADEPT and its sub-compeople's minds. From the mittees have been convening
outset, in general conversation, meetings all over campus to adstudents and staff seemed in- dress alcohol and drug issues
terested in the aspects of my and it has been gatheri.ng inforbackground that related to my mation from st1,1dents, staff and
knowledge and awareness of faculty. One of ADEPT'S most
drug and alcohol abuse and. important jobs was to define
treatment issues. By the time I the parameters of the problems
came on as a staff member and encountered-with alcohoi and
had done a training session on drug . use/abuse from the
the topic of drugs and alcohol, I perspective of each part of the
was quite curious about what Rollins community. The rethe issues were at Rollins. Who mainder of this article adwas concerned about alcohol dresses what we have learned
abuse? Was it just staff? Did thus far and inclu_des not just
the students see alcohol as a problems, but suggestions as to
problem? Was abuse just where solutions might lie.
~tudents, faculty and staff
limited to students? Were people just as concerned about generally agree that the primary
drug use and/or abuse? If so, reasons for moderate use of
alcohol is the enhancement of
which drugs?
Since that time, a lot of these . social· interactions. · There is .a
questions have been answered general consensus that a 'mild
and even mor:e have been rais- ·" buzz" or "high" often coned. The primary setting where . tributes to a sense of sociability
this has occured for me has and ease in ~ntering into social
been in connection with ADEPT situations. There is / also a

shared perception that without
some chemical substance,
many people have difficulty
feeling comfortable and participating in social situations.
The problems occur with drug
and alcohol abuse leading to
drunkenness, reckless driving,
illness, property destruction, addiction, etc. The major issue
with alcohol is excessive over
use. Excessive use leads to problems with drugs also, but most
staff & faculty are concerned
about the legal issues, particularly if the drug is cocaine.
While some members .o f the
Rollins community feel that
alcohol and drug abuse can be
expected from college students
and is "j~st a phase to be passed through", many students
have expressed the opinion that
there is little else to do on campus but to drink to have a good
time. Many students feel that
there are few engaging activities outside of Greek life and
sports. This group_of students~
feels that planned social ~ctivities and available recreational facilities now operate on

schedules convenient for faculby Bill Viall
ty and · staff but not students. . Originally, Russians drank
They feel that there should be a dark, thick drink ~lled
more recreational options for Kvas fermented from black
students; ones which are ac- bread. Only during the Sixcessible for longer hours . . teenth Century did the life's
Specifically translated, . this blood popular Russian
could mean, for example, keep- culture begin to seep Into
il')g the gym open to midnight on Russia from Poland. This spirit
a regular basis.
is · what Russians affecWhatever strategies the tionately refer to as
Rollins community uses to cope 1'Vodka". Vodka is actually
with drug and alcohol use on a loose term. In the West it is
campus, it will take 'the con- thought of as a clear hard
certed efforts of faculty, staff alcohol distilled from grain.
and students to make such The Russians have derived
strategies meaningful. There is several variations from this
a need for continued education specific concoction. Due to
and increased awareness about their economic hardships
these issues and we must be a·n d practical contraints,
careful to listen to · what ·each the Russian people have
segment of the campus has to been forced to make
say. Currently ADEPT is the cat- cheap improvizations with
alyst for looking at these pro- limited sources. Often using
blems and this group needs home distilleries, the Rusyour support if Rollins is to be a sians have made vodka
campus where learning from from grain, ric~. potatoes,
each other pulls even with . and numerable other
alcohol and drug use as a way organic
elements. A
to "get high".
spreading phenomenon to-
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day in Russian home vodka
production is the implementation of petro-chemical
byproducts. This practice is
particularly popular in
modem Soviet military outppsts where alcohol conis
strictly
sump ti on
regulated. It has become a
familiar occurance to find
Soviet personnel poisoned
by hydrolic fluid consumption. The Soviet Airforce saffers·from a chronic shortage
of. key jet fuel elements. Investigations have linked the
shortages to pilfering for
personal consumption. Considering the shortage of
privately owned vehicles in
the Soviet Union, the personal use of fuel becomes
shockingly apparent.
Exotic customs shroud the
Russian
alcohol
phenomenon. Russians are
notoriously meticulous
about maintaining the purity of their alcohol. Russians
avoid diluting their vodka
with sodas, water or even
ice. Instead, unopened bottles of vodka are stored in
refrigerators or cfreezers
when available but are
most commonly · foond -on
outside window siHs Blunting
the bitter taste while preserving the inebriating potency is the desired effect.
Food, rather than alternative beverages serve as
the traditional Russian
chaser. The immediate
disposal of bottle caps is
another custom. caught in
these timeless traditions,
Russians are left incapable
of accepting foreign
philosophies regarding
alcohol. Which do you like
1
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What do you think: Should the drinking age be raised?
compiled by Angela Nardi
photos by Maria Lepore

David Lee (21) u1 don't think
the age should be raised
because it is a waste of time.
People who once had the
privilege will not stand to have ·
it taken away. People will find
a way to get alcohol ~nyway."

Tom Linde (17) "They should
not raise the ~ge to 21 _
because if a person can be
drafted at 18, they should be
able to drink as well. Perhaps
they should raise the driving
age, or make a stiffer penalty
for drunk driving."

Frank Chase (22) "I am not
in favor of the age being raised. It would pot a lot of bars
out of business and there will
probably be an increase in the
abuse of alcohol. This new" law
would not put a stop to minors
drinking. The drug problem
may get worse if alcohol gets
worse. Rollins drinking
sometimes gets out of hand,
but it is no different than any
other col l.ege.

Paula Kunnath (22) "I think the
age to drink should be 21
because there is a lack of
responsibility among the
younger people."

Beth Carslake (19) "I am not in
Ron Betts (17) "It does not
favor of raising the drinking
make a difference because
age because more people any person can get alcohol. I
would go off campus to drink believe there is a drug problem
and there would be more drink- on campus, but more of an'
ing and driving. I think there is · alcohol problem than of
too much drinking on campus, substance drugs."
but then who am I to talk?"'

/--

l
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Chris Thorpe (19) "The age
should not be raised, it would
be an unenforceable law and
never prove to be successful. I
think there is an abuse of drugs
on campus because students
have nothing else to do."

Rosalyn Ivey (19) "I do not
think that they should raise
the age because the minors
will find a way to get alcohol.
Drinking on our campus is not
different than any other campus. Rollins is trying to make
ao attempt to control the
_drinking of minors."

Kristen Gross (18) "The age to
drink should not be reaised to
21 because if people are old
enough to be drafted, we are
old enough to drink, after all we
are old enough to drive and
vote."

Psychedelics
by Michael Mullanbach
Back in the 60's, psychedelic drugs became a national issue for the
first time. Some students, after partially studying the effects of psychoactive drugs, offered a new way of life for those who enrolled in their
program, which included the taking of these drugs. The student
operation was instantly shut down and ever since the issue of .
psych.edelics has been merely an attempt tO stop their illegal use and
distribution. Unfortunately responsible researchers also had to stop their
inv~gations because of the new laws governing the uses of any of
these drugs. The government seemed to want to leave the- problem at
that; however, since then some people have started to believe in the
value of these drugs. There has always been a small percentage who
advocate their use, and without any definitive studies to show that there
is apotential danger from·taking them, many are not aware of the
possible risks they take. Most are simply not informed about what they
are getting into.
It has also been suggested by some fairly respected people that these
drugs um give you atotally new perspective 90 life, and. they have even _
recommended taking the drugs as away of getting a view of a more
enlightened reality. The problem is that few people know how to use
psychedelics and as a result several users have harmed others and
themselves while tripping. And even if people are able to· control
themselves while they take the drugs, it is very possible that they are
doing severe damage: to their mind-bodies. Ta king _psycho-active drugs
dramatically changes the state of the mind physically as well as
mentally or"mystically; the level of blood-sugar goi"ng to th~ brain is
intensely lowered, many report feeling very ·weak after taking
psychedelics. It is very possiblff that apart from the dangers of getting
addicted, even just a few usel:i can be permanently damaging. Basically,
until research is conducted to discover,the full effects of psychedelics,
taking them is highly risky and possibly suicidal. Finally it should be
mentioned that under Florida .law, taking acid five times makes ybu ~
legally insane and heroin is .considered an even more serious offense. · ~
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Who me? I don't
do drugs!
by Brian Plane
I'm a Freshman. I've written one article for The Sandspur. Big d~al.
· "I really need your article for the paper" the editor says. He wants me
to write about drugs. Why drugs? I read all about drugs in my health
class, wby should I want to read about them again. Everyone knows
drugs are bad. It's a moot point Jay.
_
"Let me see .what the staff has written." I ask. Jay ~ands me a manila
folder. I've read this before. Drugs are bad-It's not gonna be one of the .
stronger issues. I don't want to write about drugs. I say goodbye to Jay
and depart for my room.
· Why don't I feel like writing about drugs? It's a moot point I reassure
myself. We all know drugs are bad, and that those who do drugs are
foolish. They're Freaks. My friends and I don't do drugs-neither does
Michael Jackson. When I go out with friends we like to have a few cold
ones II was so messed up last nightl.
Jn health class I read that alcohoLwas a drug. What an absurd
thought! Alc~hol can'! be a drug. It's legal, and you .certainly don't need
a prescriptioQ for it. I think it's great to be a Rollins student In high
school, we-weren't allowed to party, but.here even the school
sponsored parties have beer. I even had a drink with one of my
· · teachers. Like I ~ay, I don't do drugs, but ·1·ve always got a six on
reserve in the fripge. If alcohol were a drug that would mean that I do
drugs. Of course I don't do drugs, I'm not a frea_k. T~at kid on the third
floor who's got pot-He does drugs. I'm glad I'm not like him. I don't
care what they say; alcohol is not a drug.
Maybe I will write an article for the paper. Drugs are bad and I don't
do them. It couldn't hurt to have another anti-drug article in the paper.
Maybe I'll be able to keep someone from becoming like the kid on the
third floor. I'm glad the majority of people at Rollins don't do drugs. The
Sandspur should reaffirm this belief.
TO HELL WITH IT! I don't want to write! I hate writing with a hangover.

Advertiser
praise~ 'spur
October 29, 1984

9 West Rosement Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22301
Dear Ms. Salmon:
Thank you for running our free ad and for sending me a copy of your
neyvspaper. I am not going to offer any comment-on the content of
your paper as, to be quite honest, I have not read it all. However, I
would say of the literally thousands of papers I have seen, yours has the
best visual impact. It is really a nice looking paper. If the Art Factory had
an award Ian ARF?I it would give it to your paper. Keep up the good
work. I certainly hope that we will be doing business in the future.
ART

Will the real Frida L~yy please stand up ·
Dear Mr. Tehrani,
./

In the last issue of the
Sandspur, a letter written by
David Tehran·i stated that the
decadent Ms. Frida Layy was
the entertainment editor.
David Sarney, the entertainment editor is offended by
this charge and he is emphatic in his insistance that he
is, in fact, not the one and
only Ms. Frida Layy.

Dear David Greenberg,

Dear Dino,

Dear.Ms. Fielding,

You savage! Do you really
_ Dave, you ignorant · slut.,
C'mon you know it's riot Look Amy, _why don't you
think 1hat I am the illustriO!JS I'll have ·you know I haven't me. I never write for the just shove a cracker into ·
Frida Layy. · I wish! But the
burned .a bra since the Sandspur. In fact, I hardly those whistling lips. You did
cu(;Jos go to my bosom bud- clothes dryer 1n Pinehurst ever write anything. I-don no a shoddy job on those pencils
dy Dave Greenberg the
caught fire and scorched all how too rite. Frida Layy· has that I ordered you to sharpen.
sports, editor. . Everyone . of my "whites". If that's· con- .. got to be Jennifer Bexley.
What kind of Managing
- Editor are you anyway? By
knows that s_illy goose is real- sidered being - a bra-bur11er,
ly Frida. After all, if you hu_
ng then you might as well label Margaret "Hi, my names the way, I also know of yourpeculiar proclivity for men
around mens' locker rooms
. Scott" Salmon
me a sock-burner as well.
who' wear dumpy brown hats
as much as he does, you
So you think the· scandal- Dear Margaret Salmon,
and speak broken Russian.
might be a little vulgar too.
ous Frida· Layy and I are one
The thing that really burns and the same? Clue in, Dave. This time it's love,
me is that you cal led me a
We all know who Frida Layy Next time you pay.
Sorry cutie,
transvestite. I mean, we both
is. I know, because I read in How could I be
know it's true, but what if
the Enquirer. Frida Layy is "Frida Layy".
_
DaveSarney
this were to leak? I wouldn't
none other than my co-editor, Everyone knows
Entertainment Editor
be able to join that. "he-man"
Dino Londis.
• The chick with the blows
organization that I'm just
is none other than
dying to be a part of come
Sincerely,
Dear Mr. Sarney,
Amy'Fiedling ...
January.
Jennifer "Hi ya, sailor"
I'll tell you one thing for
From the same entertain- Margaret O'Sullivan
Bexley
sure, I am NOT the scandaling mind that tries to conDear Jennifer Bexley,
ous Ms. Frida Layy.. It's a
vince me that the Beatles
had no tale_nt, you ·now tel I
Jennifer, How can I radical, liberal rabble rousing
everyone that I am the sav- Dear Margaret O'Sullivan,
be Frida when I'm so history professor. Yes, everyage Frida Layy. Sorry, Dave,
damned busy with the Sand- one, Morality Jack is back in
I was in the eush Center spur all the time? Why just a flash. Jack Lane IS Frida
but just as Dave got you
wrong, Dav,1 now you have bathroom catching up on my yesterday I -had to sharpen Layy. Next...
literature when I heard a pencils. Sureiy everyone has
got the wrong Dave,_ Dave.
(But you'll still be ngnarly" iri voice two stalls down saying realized by now that the JayWerba .
the notorious Frida Layy is_ Scandalous Ms. Frida Layy Editor (at least he was at
my eyes.) Truth is, Frida is a
Margaret Salmon. This is is none other than our trans- press time) .
lady and the honors go to
that bra-burner Margaret proof enough for me that I vestite editor, Jay Werba
am not her.
o'Sullivan.
WhistUng While I Work, ·
Yours in Youth,
Love and kisses,
Dino Londis
Amy Fiedling
David Greenberg
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
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more, vodka or whiskey?" is
a typical Russian question
leveled at foreigners. this is
always an either/or question. Beer, neither, or I don't
drink any alcohol are simply
unacceptable answers. Russians can't understand why
anyone would want to dilute
their spirit or settle for
something like beer which
only soaks up drinking time
with trips to the bathroom.
They are the most efficient

and diligent drinkers in the tradition still flourishes today.
world. Alcohol is one of the (Students touring the Soviet
few topics in which such ad- Union this winter take heed.)
Rarely have I paid for drinks
jectives apply to Russians.
Russians, especially in the in a Soviet bar. In fact my
presence of foreigners, ex- greatest obstacles have
eel in their alcoholic been to consume all the
endeavors. Since the Fif- drinks provided by my Rusteenth Century when Rus- sian hosts. Any effort to slow
sians have been ladened down or stop the supply of
with tales of pitched drink- , alcohol is met with cold
ing battles with the Russian contempt. Such gatherings
hosts always emerging as undergo abrupt metamorthe undisputed victors. This phosis. The Russian guest will

jerk back his head, chang- when
operating
the
Ing expressions and mutter notorious black market.
some comment like, So you
Throughout her history, the
call me your friend?" The · impact of alcohol on Russia's
reasons
for
this society has been significant.
phenomenon are quite Every segment of Russian
plain. The drunk~~ visitor !S society has
effected by
rendered less cnhcal 0 his alcoholism Ivan the Terrible
.
·
.
strange new surroundings
while being left vulnerable arch1! cted his _greatest
to piercing inquisitions from atroc1!ies late at night aft~
their hosts. An inebriated reaching a state of alcohllc
foreigner is also more delerium. He killed his
preferable to deal with favorite son under these conditions. Modern Soviet
leaders hove also been
notoriously heavy drinkers. In
his later years, Brezhnev compounded his health problems
with alcoholism. Reports leaked out of aids finding
Brezhnev alone in a room with
an·empty bottle and empty
stare, just ,before talks with
West European leaders. The
problem of mass alcoholism
touches all strategem of Soviet
society and is probably the
biggest cause for poor worker
performance in both the
agricultural and industrial
spheres of the economy.
American•sociologists polled
a Leningrad factory and
found that out of one hundred
workers, ninety eight had a
drinking problem and the
ofher two were on the wagon.
Alcoholism contributes to
absenteeism and shoddy
11
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work. Yuri Andropov tried to
counter

this

trend

with

penaHies on absenteeism and

PIEDMONT'S 50%0FFCOLLEGE FARE.

Face it, your learning years are not your prime earning
years. But don't let that stop you from moving off campus.
Through February 28, 1985, you can fly anywhere
Piedmont flies for half fare.To LA and NewYork. And to all
kinds df hot spots and hometowns in between.
What's the catch?Well, you must be under 26 and have
a valid student ID. Read the fine print below for restrictions.
P~edmont's ~0% Off College Fare.More proofthat our
commitment to higher education is not just a lofty ideal.
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raising vodka prices, but the
program failed and only
frustrated the workers.
The Kremlin is undecided
on how to deal with the problem of ·alcoholism. The
Stalinist reformists li~e AAdropov and Gorbachov advocate restrictions on alcohol
production in order to save
· grain and increase productivity. Their opponents see
alcohol as a way of pas.gfying
the stress riddened masses.
Alcohol provides excellent
grease for the grinding cogs
of the authoritarian society,
and fhe greatest cMI unrest In
modem Russian Society has
often occured during periods
a reduced vod<a production.
A3 one Russian expert put If,.
Alcohol is the joy and the
curse of Russia."
11

All You ·can Eat Special. $6.ts
Here's your chance to go overboard at
Red Lobster®Sundays through Thursdays.
Eat as much as you want of our delicious ·
clam strips, broiled or fried fish, and everybody's favorite, Popcorn®Shrimp.
· Here's how it works. Place your order for _

one kind of seafood served with french fries
and coleslaw. After you finish it, order.more
of the same seafood or switch to a different
kind. You're not limited to what you can eat
or how much you can eat.
So stop at Red Lobster and keep going.

Red -Lobster®
Please see telephone directory for the Red Lobster Restaurant nearest you.
• Orlando • Altamonte Springs • Merritt Island • Ocala • Daytona Beach • Kissimmee • Melbourne

Most Major Credit Cards Accepted

© 1984 Red Lobster Inns of America.
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U2~s lateSt good bUt not great
by Margar~t O'Sullivan

music news
by Dave "I'm Not Frldda Layy" Sarney
NEWS-Jimmy Buffet has been appointed
to the Florida Legislature's advisory
council on the motion picture, recording,
and television industries. The
· appointment was made by Lt. Governor
Wayne Mixon. Huey Lewis will be getting
together with Ray Parker, Jr., but not in a
studio. The two will face off agoinst each
other in o civil suit over Parker's hit song, ·
"Ghostbusters" which Lewis contends was
plagerized from his recent hit, "I Want A
New Drug." Lewis is.suing for 5 million in 1 _
damages plus all of the profits P~rker and
his label made off the song. Maybe th.e y
both ought to checkout Albert King's
"Your Bread Ain't Done" before they start
throwing suitcases of money around.
Harrison Ford is down under in Australia
going over the unedited version of his
new flick, "The Witness" with the snow's
director Peter Wier. Wells Kelly, the .
drummer for Meatloaf's current European
tour, died on October 30. The drummer,
who piayed with Clarence Clemons and
Orleans, choked to death on his ·own
vomit while sitting (?) on the porc,h of a
house in London, police said. A
spokeswoman for.Meatl(?af says that the
tour will go on as planned. Taxxi has ~•en ·
signed by MCA Records. Their first album
will be recorded in Berkeley, California _
with Eddie Money 'p roducer Tom Dowd.
Items for the estate of late screen star
Steve McQue~tn will be auctioned off late
this month in Las Vegas. Among the items
on the block are 100 motorcycles, 20
ca·rs, and other personal effects. In the
"dead but soon to return file," a comeback album by Doris.Day. The Ip is being
co-written and produced by Beach Boy
Bruce Johnson and Day's son. Day hasn~ "
· putout an album in sevent~en years.
Jimmy Page must appear in a London
court room early this money-to a,nswer a
drug charge. Page was arrested on
September 6, with a little over 2 gram_s of
coke.
NEWVINYL-Jethro Tull, Under Wraps,
Devo, Shout,J. Geils Band, You're Gettin'
Even While I'm Gettln Odd,Joan Jett and
The Blackhearts, Glorious Results Of A
Misspent Youth, Ramones, Too Tough To
Die, Hot Tuna, Acustlc Splashdown,
Dokken, Tooth and Nall, Toto, Isolation, Pat
Benatar, Troplco, Steve Miller ~and, Italian
x. Rays, Big Country, Steeltown.
IN THE WORKS-Weather Report, Charlie
Daniels Band, Annabella, Apollonia 6,
Rev. Jesse Jackson, Dan Hartman, Carly
Simon, Duran Duran.
CONCERTS-Sammy Hagar /Krokus
(Gainesville 11 /16, Lakelar,d 11 /18), Pat
Metheny Group (Jacksonville 11/21), West
Palm Beach 11 /22, Miami 11 /23, -Tampa
11 /24), Frank Zappa (Orlando 11 /29, Ft.
Lauderdale 11 /30), Scandal and John
Waite (11 /20 St. Pete., 11 /21 Jacksonville),
The Flxx(11/260rlando), Chicago (11/17
Lakeland), Jerry Reed (12/16 Daytona),
Bruce Springsteen (12/7 Tallahassee).
1
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u2 has finally released a Bono in the studio to ad lib
Aside from Pride In The
studio album -to follow up vocals to a pJece of music Name of Love,, and ·wire",
their monster hit of 1983, that he'd never heard be- the album is not as
·war." The four members of fore was a good idea, but commercial as •war". That
the Irish band-vocalist the results don't pan out. record hod an unusual aBono Vox, Guitarist Dave The song is _murky and mount of airplay on AOR
the Edge" Evans, bassist sounds too rough. At other stations with songs like
Adam Clayton, ancf drum- times, his mixing seems
Sunday, Bloody Sunday",
mer Larry Mullen-have put muddled, as if he didn't ·~New Year's Day" and Two
out a record that equals, know what to do with the Hearts -Beat As One." But
but never tops, their earlier band. The Edge's quirky -don't wait for WDIZ to play
- work. For some of their fans, . guitar work doesn't come_ every cut from .. The
The Unforgettable Fire" .across as clea-rly ~s it _ Unforgettable Fire."
might be a disappoint- should. _ The two best songs deal
ment.
_The rhythm section is with an unusual themeIt's easy for a band that another
story.
Adam Martin Luther King Jr...Pride In
addresses.itself to social is- Clayton continues to add The Name of Love" shows ·
sues to become wropped his ·excellent bass lines to that one man-such as King,
up. in itself. U2 has always the songs. His w9rk is can change the world for
managed to avoid falling probably the· leost notic- the better, or for worse. The
into the trap of pretentious-- able in the band, but his album's ·last cut, MU<, is a
ness _that has claimed contributions would- be _ ballad- Sleep, sleep
others, most notably the missed if they weren't there. through the night, _and let
_ Glash. As .their first single, And, as usual, Larry Mullen's your dreams be realized ...
"Pride in the Name of Love" drum set keeps up a pace So let it be."
demonstrates~ they can still that never stops.
~
Jhis · is not U2's best rec·g et their point across
Overall, Bonb's lyrics are ord,, but it stands up on its
· withouf turning off the good, but occasionally own. Next time, I-hope they
listener.
they :I9pse into stream-of-- go back ·to th ir <:>Id
The man who produced · thought -~atterns that can producer, Steve L1lywt-ute.
U2's first · three studio - be irritating. Sometimes it's U2 is one of the best bands
albums, Steve Ljlywhite, is hard t-o tell what _ he's that I have seen live, and
not behind the co.ntrols this saying. ·A lyric sheet would according to Melin?a
- time. ,In his place is Brian have been helpful, but it's Blankenburg, o Rollins
Eno. White perhaps it was a . not provided. The imagery st1.::1dent who saw them last
good idea to try a different works in'-some spots~"l'II see month in Australia, their
producer, - El')o doesn't you walk away, into the· half _ show is better than ever.
seem to be · the right light, ,a nd into the flame" I'm sure that the songs from
choice. He gives U2 differ- and
fal~s
snort in "The Unforgettable Fire" will
· ent approaches to try, but others- True colors fly blue sound even better live.
doesn't go anywhere with and biack, in. the burning
them. For ._ example, ptJtting flack."
11
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Bewitched-Andy Summers and Robert Fripp
'

-

Bewitched-Andy Summers and Robert
by Brinker Vancott

Andy Summers, of ·Police fame, and Robert
Fripp of King Crimson join together on their
album Bewitched to create a compilation of
tunes that synthesize a guitarist's mastery with
electronic wizardry. At times the music seems
overly repetitive, but never monotonous,
Instruments include a "sequencer 909 drum
machine, percussion, tape loop and water
bucket." Though they use a bucket, they
clearly demonstrate that they have not
reached it's bottom.
The second song from the first side, ''What
Kind of a Man Reads Playboy", achieves its
affect too soon before the song's end.
Incidental riffs tend to confuse rather than
clarify. Summer's chopping strokes,

combined with the electronic drum, drive the
listener into boredom.
"Bewitched's" flip side depicts the range of
these artists. Train" transports the listener
through mystical tones, occasionally
breaking through to clear guitar riffs, implying
motifs of discovery. "Bewitched" finds
Summers using traditional "Police" style guitar
work. It unites reggae rhythms with an
electronic beat. Finally, lmage and
Likeness" portrays a comfortably
psycheqelic melee of synthetic sounds.
On Bewitched, Andy Summers and Robert
Fripp demonstrate both style and talent. The
scope of their music does not detract .from it's
underlying work with synthesizer and guitars.
11
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Some things speqkfor themselves™ -,
For help with parties call Rollins Representative: Jennifer Fisher, 6294175.
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The junkies top ten
by Anita Loode ,

1. "Cocaine" by Eric Clapton-This all ttme
classlc about Peruvian Snow Is an Ideal
"trtppln" song.
2. "Lucy In the Sky wHh Diamonds" by the
Beatles-Surely my favortte cosmic piece of
music, those long--halred Llverpoollans
made this classic space-out song a hit. Later
EHon John and Patti LaBelle did thler own
venlons of this drug standard.
3. "Acid Queen" by Tina Tumer-Tlna's
electrtfylng scene In the rock muslcal
Tommy made this horrifying descent Into
LSD an all ttme narcottcs staple.
4. "Purple Haze" by Jlml Hendrix-Hey, It's
Jlml! What more can one say about Hendrt_x
and drugs?
_
5. "The No·No Song" by Ringo Starr-Ringo
debates the Issues of drug use and other
societal taboos In this oddly pleasant song
about unpleasant experiences.
6. "White Rabbit" by Jefferson
Airplane-Miss Slick does her all ttme freak· ·
out classlc on this particular disc. Among the
Airplane's counttess drug songs, this one Is
especially noteworthy..
7. "The Candy Man" by Sammy Davis
Jr.-Whether or not this song Is really about
narcottcs Is debatable, but the lyrics would
Indicated Sammy does more than
peppermint. A cute song for children and a
symbolic one for Junkies.
8. "Puff the Magic Dragon" by Peter, Paul .
and Mary-And you thought this was about
a big lizard! Llttle Jackie Paper loves thcit
Magic Puff...l used to listen to this one when I
was four.
9. "White Horse" by Laid Back·A Repulsively
sexist and decadent song, this disco hit of
1983·84 made heroin and sex complements
of each other.
10. "Cosey Jones" by The Grateful
Dead-Eek! More drug fiends to deal wHh.
This cap on the 11st Is one of GD's more
famous dope songs and another In the long
11st of cocaine-oriented tunes.

The Sandspur drug quiz: See ho
I

There are lots of reasons for taking drugs:
someone dared you, you have to wrtte a
paper, you're addicted, you've never done It
before or maybe you don't feel Just right.
Drugs are extremely diverse. There's one to
flt every mood and emotton: nervousness,
sadness, insecurity, happiness, loneliness,
exhaustion, sickness or oredom. If you've
got something to
a drug for
you-drugs are fo
sions: celebra•
flons, diets, conce
ers and even
suicide. Howev
wledge Is
required to dete
as a dlscrlm·
lnatlng drug use .

1. On -the day that you
e two mlcttenns
and an oral report, you
e up to the sound
of the chapel bells rlngln , and ringing, and
ringing... It's Fox Day! What drug do you
take?
a.none
b.bonghits
c. Bloody Mary
d. heroin
2. Reagan's going to push the button. Thirty
minutes and counttng... What drug do you
take?
a. Tums b.Novacane
c. Scotch on the rocks and another line~
d. rat poison

CifJe a;ne. i$

3. You're home for the holldays. Time to
Mom \and Dad you're falllng out of sch
What do you sllp In your eggnog?
a. Tylenol,(wlth the seal broken)
b.Paraquat
c. Valium (1,000)
d. llquld Dralno
4. Dick has been d
night at the Crocodll
the guts to Invite her
hetake? ·
a.Clorets
b. ludes (2-5
he's feeling)
c.toot
d.Percodan

g wHh Yvette
. He doesn't h
. What drug

howguttess

5. Wheel of Fortune's cancelled. What d
doyoutake?
a.Comptrex
b. shrc,om$
c.XTC
d. an elephant tranqulllzer
6. You're walking down Park Avenue a
spot Mick Jagger stepping out of his II
What do you take?
·a. ci picture
b. a Joint from your pocket and ask him
he wants to get stoned
c. a drag off your cigarette and shoot hi
a peace sign
· d. your clothes off

a sri f(l.ul0;rr

dr.f wh,eA

Can therapy break the hold of cocaine? cocQine?
by Patrick Huyghe
,I
Even people who haven'~
tried it know a lot about coc~in~•
now. They kn_ow ~o~ chic ,,
1s, how expensive 1t_ ,_s. They
may know that 4.5 million peo1,
pie in the United States use th
drug regularly.
e
. P~ople ha_ve ~eard how a~•
d1ct1ve_ coca1~e 1s and how 1.t_.
can rum the lives of those wha.
abuse it. What most peoplev
don't k~ow, however, is tha
th~re m1g_ht. be a cure for coU
came ad~1ct1on.
Three independent researc
tea_ms across the . country
believe they have discovered)
that .antidepressants in con
Junction with psychotherap
can get ~busers off coke. In ea
ly stud1~s, these common
medications seemed t
diminish the abuser's cravin
for cocaine and in some case
even to block the high.
-..#
The new findings have pr
voked a certain amount of co
troversy.

?Y

It is something of a heresy take a hit of coke," says
within_ the substance-abuse _Rosecan, "you squish that(
establishment _to_ use one drug sponge a little and releas8'
to treat an add1ct1on to ~no~her1 those juices. That's probably~
And a couple of psych1atnsts,~ what causes the euphoria.
who also have administered the'I When someone uses coke one~
treatment and found it unsu~ or twice a month, the brain has~
cessful . ~elieve that when it plenty of time to replenish itsel~,
works 1t s the result of ~
rawing all the amino acids
placebo effect.
from food for the production o\,
"Treating coke abuse is no
neurotransmitters, and no~
lik~ curing pneumonia( ex
damage is done. But if you us~~
plains Jeffrey_ Rosecan, director( . cocaine chronically, if you kee~
of the Cocaine Abuse Treat- hitting that sponge, yo ~
ment and Research Center am~ squeeze it dry, and it doesn't
one of the proponents of th
have a chance to replenish
new therap_y. "For most of thes
itself. You're running on empty.I
peopl~: coke abuse is a lifelon
And once you r~ach that stage~
battle.
of neurotransmitter depletion
"It has become clear," say Dr that's when the craving takes
William Pollin, director of th
over your system." No one
National Institute on Dru
knows when that occurs, an
Abuse," that cocaine is in man
everyone's threshhold for addi
respects the most powerful!
tion is different. But chronic
addictive drug currently used i
abuse is generally defined a
this country."
more than four times a week fo
Imagine that the brain is
more than a month.
big, wet sponge. "Each time yo
By altering the brain's

chemical machinery, cocaine "until two days later, when the
creates personality changes, other man I '-:'as treating with
~~ch as depres.sion, paranoia the same antidepressant. comand irritability, as well as weight plained of the same thing.
loss and insomnia, among other~ knew then I was on t
symptoms. Rosecan believes• something."
that the logical way to redressC
Shortly thereafter, Rosecan
the chemical imbalance is to~ began a series of open clinicai\
treat abusers with medication. W trials to test antidepres~ants o~
Rosecan, 32, graduated fro~
cocaine abusers. During th~
the Columbia University College treatment, which included
of Physicians and Surgeons in
group
and
lndlvidua'I1978. During his residency i~ psychotherapy, coke abusers"
psychiatry at Presbyterian,~ received both imipramine ancd
Rosecan did research on the-!18 some amino-acid precursors t~
physiology of Type A behavior. ~ speed up the synthesis of
In October 1982 he began• depleted neurotransmitters. ~
treating two Typ~ A patients~
By the end of the three-~o~t
who suffered from depression treatment, 16 of Rosecan s firs
as well, with a tricyclic an- 25 cases were able to stop us~
tidepressant called im .\- ing cocaine, and four more cut
ipramine-acommon treatment~ their coke Intake by 50 percent.
for a common condition. Th • Those who stopped have no
men were also heavy cocaine been off coke for eight months•
users. A few weeks later, one
No one knows how im
them came in saying he couldn'
ipramine works. But Rosecar\.
get high on coke. "I didn't give i
believes that after a few weekdl
uch thought," says Rosecan0-the antidepressant crowds t

i
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Drugs: Is it the
national pasttime?
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by David Greenberg

measure up
7. You haYe one night to write the Joumal you
were supposed to have started In
September. What drug do you take?
a.caffeine
b. Black Beauties
c. coke and a six-pack
d. all of the above

a.

You've been called In for an Interview as a
candidate for the Rolllns Calendar. What do
youtake?
a. horseradish r whatever It was your
grandmother d you would put hair on
yourchest)
b. mescaline
ow the whole thing off
c. Mr. Stiff (s
rectton cream) anc:f a
surfboard
d. the plll
9. If you had
Lane lecture, w
a.NoDoz
ehas
rush
eml

H you clrcled more than five A answers:
you're a cross between Yul Gibbons and Mr.
Rogers. Drugs are as foreign to you as sex.
You probably think this _quiz Is an Insult to
your Intelligence. Your Idea of a good ,ame
- Is spending a weekend at the library.
H you circled more than five B answers:
You'd rather · take_ drugs than do anything
else. It's a miracle you're still In college
c;onsldertng you only have about eleven
brain cells left. Your Idea of a good time Is
blowing bubbles at Dead concerts.
H you circled more than five C answers:
You"only do drugs when people are watch·
Ing you. You don't mind cashing In the bonds
Grandaddy gave you for your birthday to
buy drugs (and friends) after all, college Is no
place to be mature. Your Idea of a good time
Is outrunning cops when your friends are In
. the car.
H you
led more than one D answer:
Your Id
I a good time Is setting yourseH
on fire I
nt of the White House. You ob·
vlously
ed professional help. (Orange
Health Services 896·9306).

see the U.S.S.

Unfortunately, drugs have become a
pervasive element of the sports society In
recent years. Although they exist In all sports,
their existence has received the most pt;tbllctty
within the confines of Major League Baseball.
kcordlng to many books written by jocks,
most notably Jm Booton's Ball Four, sports has
always had Its share of heavy drinkers. It Is
commonplace for an athlete to go bar-hopping after a game but there never really was
any commotion from this, most likely because
alcohol is legal.
However, cocaine is not. Presently, the number of athletes that take drugs has ~orced their
respective establishments Into a predicament.
They can no longer overlook the truth-many
sports have drug problems.
From this arises another dilemma-how to
deal with this problem. So far, there have been
far-too many inconsistencies. Some athletes
have committed themselves to drug rehabilitation centers. Upon their release, they engage
in some form of anti-drug campaign. f Hi, my
name is Joe Schlabotnik. I did drugs. I did
wrong. Don't you do wrong, too. Take it from
me.") Others, including Kansas City Royals' star,
Willie Wilson, have actually spend time in Jall.
What each sport (or possibly all of them together) needs to do is set up some form of laws
governing those involved with drugs, and
make these rules apply to everyone.
Punishment should be brought against drug
trafficers, and help ·should be given to those
who simply use drugs.
Right now, I don't think that pro basketball
has the right answer. They ban any player from
the NBA for life if he is Involved with drugs. Most
players who use them do so for more than the
hlgh." They have serious emotional problems
that they are unable to deal with, and for them,
drugs are the Escape". Personally, I don't think
this Is grounds for punishment. These players
didn't ask for problems. The only time I feel that
the NBA rule should take effect Is for trafflclng.
For the users, sports needs to place them In a
center and then, set up a system whereby a
drug counselor would be available to them. At
first, the players should be forced to see the
counselors on, say, a bl-weekly or monthly basis. (Even after the athletes are released from the
centers, ~ pressures of their jobs and the
traveling can cause a resurgence of their
problems.) After this period, the counselors can
~ them at the players' own dlsgresslon.
The avallabllity of specific-counselors would
also help In the sense that the players would
have someone they would soon get to know,
and thus, trust.
Office hours, if you will, could be set up In two
different ways. The players could fly to a spec- .
ific place for their scheduled meeting, or a
specific team might feel It beneficiary to hire a
counselor to travel With the team.
Anes for drug use should be rules out. The,experience of being strung up" Is punishment.
Nld again, players don't need punishment,
they need help. Besides, with today's monstrous
salaries, a fine would serve no purpose whatso-ever. Taking S10,000 away from a mllllondollar-a-year player, would be like a cop confiscating a 6-pack from a man who owns a
liquor store.
Professional athletes are hlman beings too,
aid this must be remembered. Mer an, hitting
forty homenn a year doesn't take away all of
lfe's problems.
1
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coCaine?

sites on the
of their own open · clinical
is only an adjunct to treat- call it the Forest Tennant
the coke has
study, in which they used anment.
\lmethod," he says, only halfIng It from pro-~ tidepressants to treat cocaine
Kleber and Gawin's patients ~ oking. But all the researchers
"~mipramine
addicts.
did not experience the block-; seem to have made their
market for 30
Their study, which differed
ing of the cocaine high that ~ discoveries independently and
used safely,'
from Rosecan's, came to more
Rosecan's patients reported. simultaneously.
sonly side ef- or less the same conclusion: ~ 'Whether or not it block !hei
.. Using medi~ation combined
e)treatmentl Antidepressants might, prove~ high may actually be 1m~ll::_1th counseling and group
fortheentire
to be a general treatment for ~ materal," says Gawin, 30, a therapy, Tennant reports a 50
. Most people cocaine abuse. The most o~- '\ psychiatrist ~nd the director, perc~nt to
percent success
$1,000 a da}'i vious difference in their \a of th~ cocaine-abuse _trea!-~ rate in g~tting abusers to stay
atment p,·o- studies was the choice of ment program at Yale Univers1-~ off cocaine.
4: tricyclic antidepressants. ty. Rosecan's and Gawin an~
"Most coke users, about 8_0
r Is a 50-year- Kleber and Gawin used a \I Kleber's patients report tha
percent, can stop on their
psyphiatry at~chemical relative of im- ~ the medication reduces their own," Tennant says, voicing
School o S 11)ramine called desipramine. !) craving for cocaine in two to perhaps the only note of
director of They chose it, says Kleber,
four weeks.
agreement among re searuse treat-I because it has fewer side efThe scramble for recogni- chers. "Coke is not that hard a
Connectlcu~ fects.
tion among claimants to theO drug to get off of for most peo. .;eenter in New\\ "About 80 to 90 percent of
discovery has begun. Kleber pie. I would say that another
spent nearly the coke addicts we treated
and Gawin say they were the 10 percent can stop by going
Jn the field, showed improvement with
first, and Rosecan says h
through counseling, group
:regarded asal deslpramine " says Kleber
was. Then there is Forest Tent therapy, seeing their minister
tance-abusa.~ "whether th~y were depressed
nant Jr.. , a professor of publi
or getting some new friends.
Kleber an<tl... or not. And nearly all of them
health at the University o
Only about 10 percent ~ave _to
Gawin~ have remained off cocaine for
California at Los Angeles, who have some type of medical m~ilrt:11.#wts
at least six months." But he is
published the first paper on tervention.'_'
resul
quick to add that desipramin
the subject in 1982. "You can
P\f>('t, ~
y
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The Furs' Richard Butler: talk, talk, talk
Crumpled in a chair, half awake, Richard
Butler, lyricist/vocalist/spokesman for the
Psychedelic Furs lights up a cigarette and
orders a Bailey's Irish Cream-"Good for the
throat." He speaks softly, his voice a deep,
distant cousin to his distinctive singing style. "I
think it is the greatest thing to be in a ba.nd," _
he says, actually making money by being
creative. I'd like to be doing that the rest of
my life, began we couldn't even remotely
play. Now we play very well, and we play
differently, which is very apparent when you" see us live.
"We aren't relying on our influences
onymore. You see, when you form a band
and make your first album, you can't be
totally original, you've got to be influenced
by somebody. When it comes to your second
album you iook at the first and find your own
strengths and strengthen those. By the time it
comes to your third album you've influenced
·
yourself, and so on.
"A lot of people have said, our new album
is more commercial," Butler continues. "Pop?
No!" He shakes his head v__ery defiantly. 'We
didn't say 'let's get commercial.' It might
have happened because we all like a bit of
a dance beat ourselves. We didn't think,
'tight, let's have a dance song for the
American market-umm, let's see, it's got to
be understood by a mass of people. Who's at
the top of the charts? RE0 Speedwagon?"' He
asks. "John Cougar? " Butler runs his hand
dryly. Let's make it like John Cougar." Butler
runs his hand through his already-in-disarray
straw colored hair. "When we were making
up these songs we realized it was a different
step for us. We were making up songs with
stronger melodies and lyrics.
"Lyrically we are stronger than a lot of
bands. People in rock music don't tend to use
images-which I do, probably because of my
visual training, it changes your perception of
everyday kinds of things. Most people use
narration, which doesn't involve much ·
11

11

imagination. It is knowledge that you have,
played a place like this. He grins and tells
things you already feel, you already know."
how right before the -Furs were signed, they
Butler isn't bothered by people _who miss
got a "residenGy" at a pub called the Green
the point of his lyrics. "It ts always the same Lion.;'lt lasted one night." Butler explains why:
though'. With any band you get idiots listening
"because I ran around the place with a chair
on my head, smoking people's cigarettes
to it. I expect it. You have to. I'm just happy
and drinking-people's drinks. The owner said
when somebody does.understand it.
"Like when Haircut~l 00 had their little day.''
he didn't like this modern m,usic.'~
Butler sounds annoyed. "All those- little kids
The Psychedelic ~ Furs .sound, once
ra'n around in Fair -Isle sweaters . eating jelly
unrelenting and almost impenetrable_
, now
babies~I can't imagine.:.1 me~::m our audience
shifts and swirls. The ·melodies on "Mirror
Moves" are supported · by ~hton's guitar,
doesn't -dress up in any particular way..l can't _
imagine anyone saying 'you're going to the
and- bassist Tim Butler ("There was another
brother • in the band ·but we ·tossed
Psychedelic Furs show? -Dress accordingly.'
Which is nice.
him-didn't want it to get like the -0smonds");
"Little fashions ·ace_like.little armies. In-punk
strengthened by the rhythmic assault of
rock time, pLink -r-0ck was supposed-to be so
'p roducer/ drummer/Academy Award winner
_ anor~histic and they all dressed up the same. Keith Forsey; and deepened and developed
· -Black spikey hair, leather jackets:" · by s-a xophonist Mars · Williams. Williams'
Butler laughs; 'his laugh is infectious, a
emotional playing magnifies a profound
gesture that fakes up .most of his face and
melancholy resonance in their music.
reduces the cool chiseled features to a
The very essence of Richard Butler's singing
warm, boyish grin. He orders another Bailey's
is that melancholy spirit; it is not surprising that
("Loosens up your throat, like milk") and adds
the French cabaret singers he so admires
"we enjoy touring. Besides, it's ·better than
were known for their "tristesse," the sadness
sitting around in England. Pouting rain. Very
and world webriness that they conveyed with
'
miserable."
their untrained voices. It was not the beauty
- The bar has filled up, and a -three piece
of their singing, it was the beauty of the
band with bouffant grey hairdos begin to
emotion that was felt by anyone who heard
sing. "You are the apple of my eye," the
them.
organist warbles, as Butler names his cabaret
Yet that sadness once threatened to
style singing influences: "I like French singers,
overpower the Furs, making their music
Charles Aznavour, Mirelle Mathieu, Edith Piaf....:I
almost unbearably depressing-it ,is now
might make a ballad album yet!"
much closer to bittersweet, and the personal
Butler shrugs and grins slyly. "If we get
withdrawal that Butler always seemed to be
bored of rock music-we probably will
on the verge of has been replaced by
sometime I'm sure:-we've been talking about
warmth and confidence.
doing - silk screen prints as a bond, as
· Butle-r exudes an amblguous forceful
opposed to individual artists. John Ashton, our
sexuality, reminiscent of early Jagger and
guitarist, knows a fair amount about printing,
combines it with the sophistication of a
my brother Tim comes up With really Wild, off _ crooner like Sinatra, but his slow, strong
the wall ideas, and I'm good at doing the
moves, his dips and dancing, and his
physical side of it. Psychedelic Fur prints!"
expressive voice are all powerfully individual,
Almost drowned out by the cacophonous
and the band matches his uniqueness note
lounge band, I ask Butler if he has ever
for note.

CAN THERAPY BREAK THE
HOLD OF COCAINE?

w,p re,J""J t~ (1.

lJ

The pharmacological approach to the treatment of cocaine abusers has its critics.
"There has not been a pharmacolog ica1 treatment that
has been · better than a
placebo," says Mark Gold,
director of research at Fair
Oaks Hospital in Summitt,
N.J., and the founder of
800-COCAINE. His toll-free hot
- line has helped more than a
half million coke users since it
was founded in May 1983.
"The patients receiving these
medications are being seen in
group therapy, and the treatment response is actually a
response to group therapy.''
Psychologist
Arnold
Washton, director of the druga~use treatment program at
Regent Hospital in Manhattan,
sides with Gold in his criticism
of the antidepressant treatment. Given the success of his
, own medication-free treatment program, Washton questions the value of antidepressants. "I've just completed what is probably the
largest - outpatient -outcome
study for coke abusers," he.
says. "The 98 patients who
entered our specialized program were treated with no
pharmacologic therapy · what_soever."
What worries Rosecan is
that few people ·understand
how dangerous cocaine is. "I
was watching MTV last night/'
he says, "and they were showing Reefer Madness. The
authorities told us then that
marijuana was literally a·killer.
Now some of us hotsots are
saying cocaine is a killer. Wh_o
are people going to believe?
They're going to think that this
is
Reefer
Madness
1984-style."
Copyright ~ 1984 by News Group Publications, Inc. Reprinted with the permission of
New York Magazine.
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Call 677-8166
Surf Reports! -Call: 677-SURF
SKATEBOARDS! CASUAL SHIRTS!
Bucci and Vuarnet sunglasses!

LOW PRICES! ! !
MERCER UNIVERSITY

School of Law
Tuesday, November 27, 1984,
Career Center, Carnegie Hall.
Interviews: 1-3:30 p.m. Sign
up in advance for half hour interview.
Information Session: 4 p.m.
What Is Law School Like?

* Surf Tearns Are·Now Forming! *

CAREER INFORMATION
SESSIONS

"Guaranteed accuracy.
Spelling corrected by computer. Term Papers, Theses,
bibliographies, applications, Resumes, research
papers, cover letters, word
processing. IBM Displaywriter .. Same-day service
available. Pick-up & delivery.
657-0079."

Informal sessions designed
to give information about jobs
in these fields and how to get
them.
Careers in Banking-Tuesday, November 13,7 p.m., Career
Center, Carnegie Hall.
Careers in Advertising and
Public Relations, Monday,
November 19, 7 p.m. Alpha Phi
House.
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Poetry

Here's

The following Is a sample of the creative
work which wlll be found In the upcoming
Issue of BRUSHING, Rolllns' award-winning
literary and art magazine. Watch for It!

to the

THE CHEMISTRY WE SHARE
Old Max Is gone beyond,
young Bullls abroad.
White clouds Unger,
they do not lastsome go to far places
whlle others In rain fall.

You revive to Gloria Vanderbilt
as Dracula Wakes
To new blood.

It Is In cherishing
that love
breeds sorrow.

Old Max stlll rocks
In the empty rocker

Those whom we lose
In death
are but travelled abroad,

and Bums swings
stlll In the spanlsh moss
he loved so much.

and friends lost-

Sohrab, _
Sohrab wlll always
be wherever Huck Finn
and

dead.

'tis only

I
the valley wind
whispering to _
dancing willow
that brings Evapora back

Tars!

the shared moonlit star
and the almonded squirrel
that remain of
Bennet.

are.
-Mohamed Rawahy
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Wine-with·pleasure
/by Michael Topping
On hillsides shaded by olive trees plur:np
juicy grapes and tiny berries are readied
by the sun's rays for man's hand-picking. In
France's Beaujolais region, the harvest is already ended and the young red "nouveau"
wines lay bottled in the cellar awaiting time's
tides to release a river of flavors and hues in a
rainbow of freshness. In California, where
politicians were last seer) stumping the voters
this election, a year's worth of toils and soils ·
soaked with sweat is 'going down the drain'
under the stomping of purple peoples' feet.·
And these feats are matched across oceans
in German goosesteppin rhythm and Italian
boot-kicking style.
The whine of this engine's roar whirling from
our planet's dance upon things that go
squish in the night echoes its cosmic voice ·
in a universal language taking the form for all
to understand a four-letter word spelled .
W-1-N-E.
Contrary to popular misbelief, wine is not
Just a beverage in the shape of a bottle.
slaying more dragons, all white Wines are nott
called ·ChabUs; the Blue Nun and Dom
·
Perignon are no relation, nQt even in the
.
pew; and, ''yesn, restaurant house wines have
scratch n' sniff labels.
Cl)ablis is a region, like Champag~e,

Pouilly-Fuisse, and Burgundy. Burgundy is also
a color as well as an area noted for its great
whites in addition to its bold reds. Rolling rrrs
and deep resonant gutterals best pro
nounced with a spittoon nearby describe thE
terraced land's fruit of its loins: Coats of Arm
and crumbling castle turret provide the
·history behind aged jewels from some
genie's turban corked in bottles asleep in
spider-webbed caverns and catacombs.
The Treaty of Versalles ended World War I
and correctly identified "champagne" as
French, and sparkling wines as German
(Sekt),-ltallan (Spumantl), and Spanl~h
(Xampan). American poetic licenses
created bastardized g_
enerics and walls of
up..turned nose pretentions pressed hard
upon the gla~ h9use character of the crop. ·
Basically, th~re qre fwo types of wine.
Open bottles or ones with corks still In them.
Sensually, wines are not to turn one's nose up
at, but to enjoy its passage of time through
every sensical portal made known to man's .
body. Handmade, it crafts a magical art
with food, folding and blending a carousel of.
tastes, whippl11g up a concoction that de.lights the senses, makes for nice evenings and perfect picnics, Jassists degest,on, adds
. conversation, imparts knowledge and un:-

locks secrets, all and more at about 100
calorlts a glass.
Greeks and Romans first applied the liquid
to wounds of soldiers before offering vinegar
to Christ. "Aqua Vitae" appears on several
tongues worldwide. Translated "the water of
life", wine has Inspired poets and artists,
adorned courts of kings and courtesans, and
has become the single best re(Json for a
toast. Wine's medicinal prowess matches
Its religious significance In a communion of
body and soul.
The goodness of the grape blooms from a ·
complex of.cares creating cherubs Into
.a,ngels depositing pearls 9f wisdom on our
palates In a Bacchus moment. Red wines
wlttJ red meats, whites with fish or fowl. Bubbles for all occasslons. The perfect formula
· being whatever recipe tastes best.
Like votes, wines can be bought1 cheap
and Inexpensive at Choteau 7-11 (Chez
Eighteen, vintage noon) or cast _
In a Morality
Play as Values verses vllllans, worth searchln,
for and exploring.' Unlike votes, Wines stuffed
liked ballots Into bottles, open and elected
by the people and for the enjoyment, is
President of l}'lY "political party."

.'~TICKET-TO ROCK"

PART -III IS HERE! ·

. Fine Food & Billiard Establishment
Tournament Tables
Happy Hour 4 p.m.-7 p.m. Everyday
-1025 W. Fairbanks• Winter Park• 647-3354

Listen for details on how you can win a great vacation and the best seats
· in the house for the hottest concerts around .the world. Simply fill out

your "Ticket To Rock" .en~ blank, mail' it to WDIZ and listen·to win.
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Entry blanks are available on the back oJ bumper
stickers, or use. the form be.l ow ..

And-Keep RQ~kin' Orlando!!
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MAIL TO WDIZ
2699 Lee Road Suite 470
Winter Park, FL 32789
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FASHION SQUARE

10% OFF ·
REGULAR PRICED
MERCHANDISE

NAME ____________~ - - -

Heep L•scen•n• To WDIZ For DeCaHs
on How You Can w•nttt
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ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
) _ _ _ _ _ _ AGE _ __
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With School l.D._and This Coupon
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Things pick up
forJ. Geils

Agnes of God opens at
Fred Stone Theatre
The powerful drama
Agnes of God" opens
Tuesday, November 13, at
8:00 p.m. at the Fred Stone
Theatre on the Campus of
Rollins College. "Agnes of
God" is the first of two student-directed shows produced by the Annie Russell
Theatre and the Department of Theatre Arts at Rollins College. Performances
continue through Saturday,
November 17th, with a
2:00 p.m. matinee that
day.
John Pielmeir's play is apparently based on fact-infanticide in a nunnery. The
mother is a young nun
called Agnes, a sweetnatured girl with a singing
voice like an angel. She
claims to have no recollection of the conception, birth
or murder. A court-appointed psychiatrist is sent
to report on the girl and the
play is, in effect, . the
psychiatrist's story.
The psychiatrist is a
strange woman. A lapsed
Catholic, she has a grudge
against nuns because she
. feels their neglect killed her
sister while she was a novice. The Mother Superior
believes that possibly there
.was no father, and that the
conception occurred
~hrough some form of
parthenogenesis . . This
11

would be, she points out,
Art events
"nothing more than a slightly miraculous scientific
Art events
event/' The battle lines are
drawn, and the result is a
powerful
dramatic,
SUBJECT: CREALDE GAL·
theatrical finish.
Senior theatre major LERYSHOWS
Anita Adsit will direct the
IDEA ART IV will be on extrinity of actresses (Carrie . hibition in our Gallery the
Barton, -Alice Sitheran, · month of November. This
Davin Light) in this starkly show will feature progressimple play. Ms. Adsit is a sive work from artists from
graduate of . Winter Park the Central Florida area.
High Schcrol and has Also on display in the galappeared in numerous lery will be the "FIRST IMproductions of the Annie PRESSIONS" mail- art show.
Russell Theatre including these are 2-D works of art
the recent production of A sent through the U.S. Postal
Day in Hollywood/A Night in Service from artists all over
the. Ukraine" in which she the country. Closing date
ployed Harpo Marx. Ms. for the show will be NovemAdsit is a William S. Todman ber 26.
Scholarship recipient for
November 30 to January
1984-85.
12-CREALDES' ANNUAL
Season subscribers to the FACULTY SHOW
Annie Russell Theatre are
This is an exhibit featuring
permitted to reserve space. faculty work in all mediums.
There is no admission Opening date and recepcharge for season subscrib- tion for the artists will be Friers. Non-subscribers rnay day evening, 7:00 - 9:00
reserve
space
after p.m., November 30, 1984.
November 12 on a spaceavailable basis. All performances of Agnes of God"
_will take place in the Fred
Stone Theatre · on · the
campus of Rollins College.
Seating is extremely limlted.
For further information, call
the Annie Russell Theatre at
646-2145.

Art events
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by David Greenberg
September 30 of last year was an extremely sad one for Bostonians. On that day,
the press announced the end of one of the
cities biggest cultural dynasties. Peter Wolf
was leaving the J. Geils Band. Up until that
point, one of my favorite seff-made trivia
questions was: name the only rock band that
has survived since the '60's without a
personal change or addition. (Give up?) The
Mighty Geils Band.
Yet, now, things seem to be picking up for
the band members and their fans. Last
summer, ·Peter Wolf put out his first solo project
"Lights Out"-an album that displayed his
awesome talent for Rand B/Funk. Now, the
rest of the band (Vocalist and Keyboardist
Seth Justman, Bassist Danny Klein, Harpist and
Alto-Sexist Magic Dick, Vocalist and
Drummer Stephen Jo Bladd, and Guitarist
Jerome ~ils) have put out an album that
has matched the Wolf's effort.
Listen to 'You're Gettin' Even While I'm
Gettin' Odd" and it becomes evident that
creative differences were the cause of the
separation. Neither album is seriously
concerned with commercialism and the
heavy-duty monetary aspect that comes
with Jt. But the J. Geils Band has turned
"Even/Odd" into a musical adventure. Thus,
they have decided to throw their heavy R
and B roots away forever.
If there are any roots to this album, they
stem from Geils' last studio album, l 982's
"Freeze-Frame." "Even/Odd's" first single,
"Concealed Weapons", is receiving decent
airtime. It brings back memories of their
gutsy, rock/new wave song Piss On The
Wall" -off "freeze-Frame." ·
1
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.Every Thursday
Ladies' Nite
Free Champagne 8:30-11:30
$2.50 PITCHERS
Mon.-Thurs. 10-11:30
Saturday 8-10
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Nov. 15-16-17

SHADES OF GREY
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THE BLIND DATES

326 Park Ave. S.
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Entertainment:
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HAAGEN-DAZS

116 E. New England Ave.

TRAVEL
PROFESSIONALS

153"East New England Avenue
Winter Park, Florida 32789
(305) 64 7 -4034
708 Turnbull Ave. Suite 103
Altamonte Springs, Florida 32701
(305) 339-8111

PRE-WINTER TERM SKI TRIP SHOWSHOE, WEST VIRGINIA
This trip includes 2½ days of skiing,
lodging in Showshoe Condos, lift tickets,
fun pass, Transportation from Rollins, ski .
equipment rental, beginner or intermedite lessons. ·
junctive of the word to do or
to make, but I've never heard
·TOTAL COST: $225 per person.
anyone say "Let's mak~ light."
This trip is sponsored by the Rollins OutThis may appear as a tandoor Club and the Stetson Outdoor Club.
gent - it sure ·seems to be one
There are only 20 spots available for
to me, but I propose to anyeach college. This is. some of the best ski- ·
one either in the Athletic Department, Campus Life Com- . ing in the east ·coast. ·
mittee, or Student GovernSign up soon and bring $50 desposit to
ment to respond. The CenSullivan House. First come-first serve basis.
tennial is approaching fast
Information from: Sullivan House
and the administration wants
Box 2756
it to be known as a transi- .
Phone x 2138
tional period, as you may

The nickname "Tar" is the "pits''
ey·Ron Scholl

I would like to address a
I've seen references in the
topic that I'm sure many of Sandspur to the "Lady Tars"
you have often pondered. and "Tar Pits". This Tar stuff
Nicknames! Clemson has · is getting on my nerves. I
the Eagle, but Rollins has a have given a tour of the camTar. I know that the Ram, the pus many times and when I
Eagle, and.the Tiger primarily say we are the Rollins . Tars,
refer to the respective foot- the prospective student's
ball teams and, granted, we parents smil~. and then they
do not have a football 1eam, walk into their kid who is
but we have other sports all · taken aback and finally asks,
of which I believe deserve a "what is a tar?"
mascot. Believe · it or not,
Fine! Let's get this rethis year Rollins has·· cheer- solved! Last year, I was talkleaders once again which ing to for.mer SGA president have noticed if you've. seen
seemed to have gone out· of _John Wright about this and some qf the new stationery.
style when the football did. he_told me that he and some If the Centennial is to denote ·
Now they are back to give
of his friends opened a diet- transition, I suggest that for
their support and to arouse ionary in order to find a,n allit- the next hundred years we
your kinesthetic senses at
·erative substitute .. They saw promote another creafure as
basketball games this year, rambler, rattler, and raven. the mascot. I don't care if it's
except they have encount- Personally, any of these the Rollins Racqueteers as
ered a problem - the Tar.
would be· better than a Tar. long as it's not so passe that
Definition: a tar simply is a Some of you may say, "It's prospective students get
sailor-not just any . sailor been a- tradition.''. To that I trampled -upon by their. parthough. Remembe{ wh·eo _ say, tr~ditions like rules can ents.
you ·were a kid and your
be b~oken. For exarnple, RoiTo the people who made
mother · dressed you in a lins' motto was always Fiat Rollins' past, I must say I'm
bright blue and white sailor Lux - it used to be Sit Lux.
sorry, but I carft help feeling
suit and topped it off with the Maybe they changed· it ·be- upset, I love traditions like
stupid hat. Visualize that cause ·Fiat sounds better vespers and i=ox Day, but to
kind of uniform on . Ron · tha,n Sit since -essentially .be a tar is the pits.
Howard or any all-American · they mean the same thing
looking boy and then you . . - Let -there be tight, in -acthave a Tar.
uality, fiat is the present sub-

WINTER.PARK
OFFICE SUPPLY
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School Supplies
Calendars
Date Books
Posters

•
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Study Lamps
Photo Albums
Fine Pens & Pencils
Wrapping Paper

1,

_629-4600

117 E. Lyman Avenue•
Winter park
(Behind P~rk Avenue Building)
Mon.-Fri: 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.,
Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

J. Geils _
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"Heavy Petting" and "Concealed
Weapons" ( Freud would have loved these)
· stay somewhat in tradition with Geils' earlier
works pertaining to sexuality. "Give It To Me",
"Love-ltis," and "Shoot Your Shor to give you
a few examples. But these.are nb longer the le
touching, soft-sung tunes dealing with "lost
love" that Wolf used to write and-perform with
brilliance. The new Geils seems to be content
with just stating a message, rather than
arousing feelings as well.
And that may be the-smartest move they
make on "Even/Odd." Justman has a dulcet
voice (from fifteen years of background
vocals) and he is using it to create a seminew sound. If he had attempted to imitate
Wolf's charisma and the feeling (sometimes
actual hurt) that Wolf is known for, he would
have bombed.
Also new is Magic Dick's harp solos, which
aid the fresh new sound with Dick's crispness.
It is important that they use him, no matter
what style they are into, because he is the
best harp player in the business today. (In
fact, the only harpist I've heard that could
match him was Little Walter). Magic Dick
really is the backbone to their overall sound.
Hence, u_Even/Odd" proves .that there is,
indeed, life after Peter Wolf. The J. Geils Band
shows that they are back on top again, and
Will continue to grow-musically in their future ·
efforts. On my magic mirror, "Even/Odd" cuts
4½ lines_ out of a possible 5.

SEE OLD WORLD CHARMS
THIS WINTER IN
MUNICH-VIENNA
From January 5-January 28 you can spend
Winter Terrn exploring the- Cultural and Econ- ·
omic ·Environment of Munich and Vienna. Tris
trip, under the sponsorship of Dr. Peter Bonnell,
will include .excursions to such world-famous
destinations as Vienna's Imperial Palaces,
Neuschwonstein, Linderhof, Nuremberg,
Nymphenburg, and a performance by the
Vienna Boys' Choir amongst many special trips
to museums, cathedrals, the BMW plant, a
brewery, and much more. The approximate
cost of this cance of a Jifetime opportunity is
S1640, including breakfasts, round-trip airfare
New York-Munich, Munich-Vienna, and ViennaNew York, and all group excursions. some
meals will be provided for by visited
industries/companies. For further information .
about this extraordinary Winter Term Study Program, ·please contact Dr. Bonnell at ext. 2680
. or 64-7 -3400 (home).
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Booze: you betcha!
by Peggy Merritt, A.R.N.P.
Alcohol is C2 H5 OH
(ethyl alcohol) and is the intoxicating ingredient in beer,
wine and distilled liquor. It is
a very toxic drug which is a
DEPRESSANT.
It slows activity in the
brain and nervous system.
Also it can create a physical
tolerance and addiction
which interferes seriously
with the individual's mental
and
physical
health.
Alcoholism is the most widespread drug addiction . problem in this country. The
reason alcohol is so dangerous is that it alters behavior
profoundly.
Even moderate drinking
causes some changes in
behavior. Alcohol can cause
·toss of inhibition-a little alcohol may make a person
more talkative, giddy and
loud. Increasing amounts
can cause a person to lose
control and become disoriented, slow to respond and take
risks. Heavy drinking can
lead to feelings of worthlessness, self pity, irritability and
violent behavior. Usually the
more alcohol consumed the
more tensions and feelings
of anger, jealousy, depres-

ing at a social gathering
sion, etc. become ex- defects-Fetal Alcohol on drinking to function day to
without a drink in your
aggerate. Prolonged heavy Syndrome-includes low · day.
hand?
Heredity
and
or
use of alcohol can lead birth weight, brain damage
physiological factors may
5. Have you ever blacked
to inability to handle daily and physical malformation.
out while drinking?
Combining Alcohol and play a role in determining
problems; severe depres- 6. Have you ever tried to
sion, self imposed isolation other drugs are very danger- why only certain people bestop drinking but could
from family and friends can ous as Alcohol can intensify come addicted. .
not?
result. It often is a factor in or even neutralize the drug's
7. Do you "live" for the
crimes of violence and cause effects, sometimes results in SIGNS OF ALCOHOLISM:
1. Uncontrollable need to
next drink?
of over ··one half highway fa- death. Barbituates depress
drink
If the answer to any of these
talities. Chronic use results the brain, heart and lung
2. Personality changes questions is YES, you should
in loss of brain cells with activity-combined with alsuch as irritability, unre- seek
help.
can
result
in
Contact
severe memory lapses, im- cohol
·Alcoholics Anonymous, 839
liability, etc.
paired learning ability, motor unconsciousness .or death.
S. Orlando Avenue, Winter
3. Black outs
disturbances and general Alcohol combined with
Park, FL 32789. Phone 6474. Concealed drinking
disorientation. Alcohol also tranquilizers can reduce
can cause cirrhos,is of the alertness and coordination
5. Inability to function nor- 3333. On campus contact
liver, diseases of the diges- for activities such as driving.
Judy Provost 2194 or Peggy
mally
tive system, damage to the Stimulents plus alcohol
Prevention is the only key
6. Isolation
heart arid lowered resistance cause extreme . excitability
to a healthier society. Be
7. Ptiysical problems
to infection.
leading to carelessness.
Most alcoholics are sensible about alcohol,
It is estimated 1/3 of -the - Alcohol can block the effect unable to recognize their understand the dangers,
100 million Americans who of medication fand interfere own dise~se.
know your limits, set an
drink alcohol are women. with medical treatment such
example tor others.
When men and women drink as certain antibiotics and and ASK YOURSELF THESE
equivalent amounts of anti-epileptic medication.
QUESTIONS:
Alcoholism is a disease,
alcohol the woman obtains a
1. Have friends or relatives
higher level of alcohol charact~rized by physical
commented on your
concentrate in her blood and dependence on ·alcohol and
drinking habits?
becomes more intoxicated. inability to control drinking.
2. Do you. look to alcohol
Also women taking birth People drink alcohol to
for relief from your daily
control pills r~main intoxi- relieve tension, compensate
problems?
cated longer than those who for shyness, escape, stress,
3. Is Alcoholconsumption
do not. When a pregnant etc. Alcoholics become
interfering with your
woman drinks so does her physically addicted to the
daily tasks?
baby. Alcohol relateq birth drug alcohol and must rely
4. Do you feel anxious be-

Sports feature: Profile of soccer star
by David Greenberg

IN THE OUTSIDE LIFE OF
PAUL BUTLER, one sees some interesting traits. He is semi-quiet.
Hon~st. Sincere. And to those
who dbn't live in his world of acquanitance, he is modest. Sure,
he'll bust your chops now and
then, but only among friends.
Among people who take his arrogance routine as a joke. But the
soccer life of Paul Butler is quite
different. Here, he is an aggressive player. A leader. And
somewhat iconoclastic-not afraid
to speak what's on his mind.

opponent goes one-on-one with
Goalie Joe Raymond. Stop the
ball, and Butler is a hero. Get
fooled, and he is a goat.
On this day, however, as he has
all season, he makes things a lot
easier for Raymond. In fact,
Butler is one of the main reasons
why Rollins shut ouf the Knights
4-0, and why the Tars are standing tall (at press "time) with a
12-2-1 record.
EXPERIENCE

Throughout the past three years
with the Mighty Tars, Butler has
THE BIG GAME
toned down his rambunctiousness
on the field. He nq longer feels
It happens only one glorious _the urgent need to attack an opday every fall. Rollins and archposing player, like a wolf,
rival the University of Central
everytime that person has the
FlQrida meet on the Sandspur
ball. Instead, he plays the fox, pa~owl field. True, this year's match
tiently waiting for that right momay not be as meaningful to the
ment. Slowly, he walks to either
fans as in the past. UCF recently
side of his area, his eyes keenly
vaulted into Division I status, and
focused on the movement of the
as a result, knocked themselves
ball. If he charges, the opposition
out of the Division ll Sunshine may change direction and charge
State Conference. But the game · by the unbalanced Butler. He has
remains just as, if not more in- learned this from previous games.
tense for Butler. He is a senior.
"I haven't really improved techThis match-up will be his last.
ique-wise," he says. "I have imAs the center sweeper, he waits proved in experience. When I'm
patiently in the near 90 degree
on the ball, I know exactly when
heat. When the ball invades the
to lay off the ball and when not to.
center defensive area, HIS area,
I'm not rushed lilce I used to be."
he is the last person who has a
Butler's words are exemplified
chance to stop the ball before his on a play against UCF. He is be-

ing approached. The ball is now ing the players."
within his reach. As if he were
The Tars do well when he's
performing a lightening~fast .scoring, as well. Th~ far, Butler
sweep kick in a Karate class, has two assists and six goals, the
Butler sticks his foot out to stop latter of which is tops among the
the ball. Simultanwously, he falls _ def~nsiv:e squad. If at any time he
to his right side to avoid a foul.
has the ball and sees no one open,
_The UCF player, unable to stop,
expect him to perform soccers
runs by the ball. Before he can version of a "quarterback sn~ak."
look back, Butler is up and moving the hall towards the other
MATURITY
goal.
Early in the ~econd half, a
This patience now helps him, as
potential fight occurs. Some UCF
Butler is now on offense. Again,
block is accidently tripped and
he walks the ball upfield, looking
doesn't like it. He shows his anger
at every teammate in his vicinity.
by grabbing Forward Gary
Who is most open for the pass?
Hayes. Immediately, Butler runs
Who ~as the best field position? over, screaming, "Don't touch
Who is likely to get a good break him! Don't touch him!" Granted,
once he has the ball? Butler conthe exhibition probably would not
siders these possibilities before he have amounted into ~ q , but
takes action. After) a poor pass
you never kn~w.
could leave nothing between the
It is important to realize here,
UCF interceptor but the tom UlJ
that Butler is now trying to calm
grass.
tempers. It used to be that Butler's
"He's most valuable in that he teammates tried to calm him. "I
plays a defensive position, but know I've had a lot of yellow
he's still an offensive threat,'' say cards," he says with a boyish
Rollins' rookie Head Coach Hugh smile. "Mostly for dissent against
Beasley. "He's the best sweeper
the refs. It's just a case of maturwe have, by far, as was witnessed ity. When I ·was a freshman, I
in the Boca Raton game. We lost
didn't know how bad the refs
that game because we lost him
were. It takes a while to get used
{via the ol' red card.) That call
to them. Now, I know what to exwas a bad one too.
pect."
"He's a goof leader. We do a lot
"I also used to be the first to
better when he's taking charge of
jump into a fight. Now I try and
. the defense, when he's positionstop them. I see some of the

freshman making the same mistakes I used to make. Bitching at
the refs is part of the game, but
they {the refs) don't lilce that here.
In Europe, {Butler is from West
Midlands, England) you're allowed to talk to the refs a lot more
than you are here. If the whole
team start~ bitch:iJ:ig at a ~f, it
kind of gets the ref against the
team."
And with the Mighty Tan
shooting for a playoff bid, we
can't afford any of that.
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Rollins cruises past U.C.F.
in homecoming game

by Erica Staffeld
With one game remaining, the end 'of regulation time, winning streak. As is the norni
the Rollins' men's soccer team neither team had been able to when these two teams meet,
is having one of- their best score. Again in this game, the mood on the jam-packed
seasons. in recent years. Their there were a lei of hard foltls. · Sandspur Bowl prior to the
record is now 13-2;:2._ In the Rollins' Dag Person received a kickoff was· one of excitement
past five games, the Tars have red card, forcing the Tars to and tep.sfon. Twenty-three
play a man down. This didn;t seconds into the game: the.
posted a i;ecord .of 4~9-1.
On Oct. 25, Flagler College stop the Tars, however, as Bob excitement increased, as Bob
visited Rollins. This game was Garlitz scored in overtime to Garlitz · took a cross from
scheduled to replace an win the game, .l-0. After this fullback John F:ord and ·
earlier match that had been gam~, the team travelled· to slammed it past the U.C.F. ,
rained out. The Tars. ·rolled Lakeland, where th~y crushed ✓ keeper. ScoYe · Rollins . 1,.
over Flagler, 3-1. Rollins' goal Florida Southern College, 5-0. U.C;F. 0.
The weekend of Nov. third
· Since for the past two years
were scored by Paul Butler,
Tom Elias, and Keith Buckley. and fourth was Homecoming; this game had gone into
During the game, a fight traditionally a big soccer overtime with no score, this
erupted between Joe Raymond weekend for Rollins. The early goal was a hit ~f a ·
and a Flagler forward. Both action started Saturday, with shocker. Thirty minutes later,
benches cleared briefly. the Alumni game (see the Tars - Keith Buckley added to the
When order was restored, . Pits). Sunday,· the women shock when he used a Dag
Raymond, Parker Roy, and two _ started the action with .a game Person assist to ijCore his
Flagler players had been red- against F.1.U. Then at 2:00, seventh goal of the season.
·
came THE GAME: Rollins vs. That was the end of the scoring
carded.
Because of Raymond's red u.c: F. The fighting Knights · for the first half, as Rollins tookcard, Tony Cortizas was in the, - came into the game with a 7-4- a 2-0 lead into the lockerroom.
goal against Brigham Young · 2 record, and an impressive 4When the second half
Univ. Cortizas played bril- 1-1 mark away from home. started, the game seemed to
liantly, scoring his second Rollins was sporting .a 12-2-1 fall into the pattern that
shutout in as many games. At record, including a nine game everyone had been expecting:

I
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both teams had their chances, · and Rollins took control of the
but neither team· could find the game, scoring two more goals.
back of the net. At one point, Tom ~lias, a fresh substitute,
the Knights seemed to have scored the third goal, with an
gott~n back into the game. assist from Ford. Ford got his
One of their' forwards had _a third assist of the game when
one-on'-one with Joe Raymond. he crossed the ball to Gary
Rather than shoot t he ball Hayes, who knocked it in.
however, the player elected to
On Monday, the team
wait until Raymond came out trav.e lled again to Miami to
of the box, and then knock it make up their games against
past him. He waited too long, F.I.U. and Barry Univ. The
and Raymond made a dive for Tars felt that if they could beat
the ball. Unfor-tunat~ly, F.I.U., then they would. be
Raymond took the player down assured. of a post-season bid . .
in the box, resulting in a Although· they outshot the
U.C.F. ·penalty kick. Since Sunblazers, 13-7, the game
penalty kicks are successful ended in a scoreless tie. The
90% of the time, most people game against Barry was once
thought they would be looking again cancelled, because
at a 2-1 ballgame. Goodman there were no linesmen.
shot right, Raymond guessed
With only a game against
_right, but he did not need to Brooklyn College remaining,
make the save as the ball was the Tars are unsure of where
shot wide right. The penalty they stand for getting a bid.
ended in a goal kick for Winning Friday could only
Rollins.
·
help their cause.
After missing the penalty,
.the Knights were demoralized,
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Tar pits
Waterskiing

by David Greenberg
NEW SAILING TEAM AT ROLLINS

hangs
tough ·

Rollins' new Head Sailing Coach Bud Ma~'IOW is now
' looking for male and female students who are interested
in being on the Rollins Saling team. Ther~ will be an
important meeting on Tuesday, November 20 at 7:30
p.m. The meeting will be held in the upstairs
classroom. For further info, contact Don Scheel at
McKean, Room #324, or call him at ext. 2467.

Cross country ends
with a flair
by Susan Williams

FOUR ROLLINS STUDENTS SHINE IN
TENNIS TOURNAMENT

and· 28th, the Rollins varsity waterski team, which · composed of seven men and eight
women, competed in a tournament hosted by Florida
State University which was held in Tallahassee. Battling
against six tough opponents which include, the University of Central Florida, the University Qf West Florida,
and Embry-Riddle Aeronautic University of ~aytona,
Rollins won its first tournament of the fall s_eason with an
overall team score of 2,715 points.
In a collegiate waterski tournament there are only
three events: slalom, tricks, and jumping. In the slalom
event, skier try and ski around as many bouys as possible at differnt speeds on a pre-designed course.
Naturally, the skier who skie around the most bquys is
awarded the highest amount of points, thus winning the
event. In the tricks event, slo.ers try ta display to the
judges as much skill as possible by using only one ski,
holding on to the rope handle with their toes, or any
trick they are particularly good at. The judges award
points based on the type of trick and the degree of difficulty. Finally, in the jumping events, the skier with the
longest jump is awarded the most points.
In the tournament hosted by Florida State University,
world-ranked Ch~ _Swann of the men's team swept all
three events. For the women, Heidi Witherall won the
slalom and tricks events, and she placed in second in
the jumping event. Overall, the men came in first
place, and the women in second place in the tournament. This combination of the total points gained by the
men and women gave Rollins the overall vistory in the
toumamnet.
Unfortunitely, the Tars didn't fare so well in the team
trials for the National Intercollegiate Championships
which were held on September 29th and 30th. Only the
teams which come in first and second place are eligible
to compete in the national tournament which was held
in Sacaramento, California on October 13th and 14th.
Rollins came in third place which subsequently ruined
all hopes in going to the national tournament. Nevertheless, Rollins has won the regional tournament every
year since 1979.
Paul Harris, who has been the coach of both the
men's and women's team for the past fourteen years,
firmly believes that his team members should place
high emphasis on doing well in their studies. "People
who compete should think first about their academics,
and second about competition," says Harris. Before
each tournament, Harris makes sure each one of his
team members are in adequate academic standing
before declaring them eligible to compete.
Coach Harris attributes Rollins mediocre performance in the nati~nal team trials to a young and inexperienced women's team. However, he feels differently
about the men's team. "We have -probably the finest
men's waterslti team in the country, but you're judged
in overall ~en's and women's scores. The women aren't
doing so well this year." Nevertheless, he claims that
with experience the women's team will come through
and help win the regional tournament next year. The
last tournament of the fall season was hosted by the
University of South Florida on November 10th and 11th
in St. Petersburg, Florida. The spring season will start
in February.

The annual Rollins Soccer Alumni · game that took
place .-d uring Homecoming Weekend saw the "old men"
swipe a 4-3 victory from the Tars. The score _was
deadlocked at 1-1 by the end of the first half. However,
the Men's J.V. took to th~ field in the second half.
Although they scored two goals, they gave up three as
the alumni came away with the victory.

The Rollins' Men's and Women's Cross Country team
had good results at the Sunshine $tate Conference
meet. The meet was held at Florida Institute of
Technology, located in Melbourne. Overall, the men's
team cam'e in second and the women's team came in
third.
Individually, Tom Palmer and Dan McDyer placed in
the top ten, Palmer placed fourth and McDyer placed
sixth. All top ten men received awards for their high
performance. The entire_team had a · great race. The
men's coach, Don Cook was pleased with the results. At
,the beginning of the season Cook was not sure he would
have a team, but be Conference he had a group that
pulled through a second.
The women's team had respectable results with a
third place · overall, coming in behind St. Thomas
(formerly Biscayne College) and F.I.T. St. Thomas has
some amazing top runners. Their numbef one girl,
Ema-Guerera-Mora, finished first overall with a time of
17:00. Team member Vicky Szabo placed eleventh
overall and first for the Rollins' team, followed by Amy
Teets, who placed fourteenth overall.

MEISEL N)\MED COACH OF THE YEAR FOR 1984.

TIMES

Rich Wilson and Dave Steigerwalt won the men's
doubles competition (Amateur Division) at the
Seminole County Championships, held at Sanlando
Park in Altamonte Springs on Oct. 24-28. The tournament is run by the state of Florida, with all proceeds
going to the American Cancer Society.
In the Women's Pro Division~ Allyson Farlow and
Jennifer Gooding took first place in doubles, a·s well.
$150 in prize money was award to the twosome to cover
expenses. (Since Farlow is still on the Rollins Women's
Tennis team, she can not receive money for anything
other than expenses or she will lose her amateur status.)
SOCCER REUNION GAME

Harry Meisel, Aquatic Director at _Rollins Colleg.e ,
was named coach of the Year for 1984 by the Florida
Swim Coache; Association. -The event took place at a
banquet held at Howard- Johnson's on Saturday, October 27. Meisel is the first coach ever to be honored
with the award, which was presented by Gordon
Savage, General Chairman of Florida Swimming.
Meisel has.been aquatic director at Rollins for 22 years,
and is also coach of the Justus Dolfins of Orlando. He
has coached winners of 17 Florida Swimming Championships in amateur swimming, as well as high school
and college All-Americans.

Rollins has a new sailing team

Men's Team
Tom Palmer, 27:28, Dan McDyer, 27:39, Ed Wirth,
28:28, Jack Toepke, 30:38, Andy Levison. 31:01, Greg
Conners, 31:36, and Fred Miles, 35:52.
Women's Team
Vicky Szabo, 19:15, Amy Teets, 19:43, Missy Buller,
20:30, · ·Liz Johnson, 20:48, Susan Williams, 20:57,
Shawn Edwards, 22:42, Kathy Giltz, 23:50, Lauren
Matthews, 25:04.
Thanks to Heather Holman, who could not run the last
few race's because of an injury, but still came to the
meets to support the team.

by David Gr.eenberg
Rollins' new sailing Coach Bud Marrow is putting out
the call to all men and women who want to be on the
new Rollins Sailing team·. (There will be an important
meeting on Tuesday November 20, at 7:30 p.m.- in the
Enyart Fieldhouse upstairs classroom.)
Marrow, a veteran of the sport, has coached sailing at
the U.S. Naval Academy and at the Annapolis Sailing
School.
The intercollegiate program will be a fall and spring
sport. Fundraising for boats has already begun and
budgeting for next fiscal year is planned. Other plans
are for a Rollins representative to travel to the College
of Charleston (S.C.) sometime this January. There,
Rollins will officially be named as part of the South
Atlantic Intecollegiate Sailing Association (SAISA).
From then on, the Tars will be elligible for competition.
Some of the institutions which Rollins will see action
against include: the College of Charleston, Clemson,
Duke, Alabama, Auburn, U. of Florida, Florida State
U., Eckerd, South Florida, and Georgia Tech.
However, Rollins will not be allowed to host a sailing
meet until they own their own boats. (They will uses opponents' boats during away meets.) Marrow feels that
Rollins will acquire the needed boats sometime this
summer. The boats that will be used are: Coronado
15's, 420's, and Solings. Windsurfers will be used as
well.

For more information, contact Don Scheel in
McKean, Room #324 or call him at ext. 2467.
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Women's Golf Team
Shows Improvement
By Jane McNamara

· Rollins volleyball_ranked fourth in region
By Letitia Myrick

The Roll~s Women's Golf
Team has shown steady improveIt's been a long time since
ment since the beginning of the
· we've informed you on what's
fall season. Because of bad
been happening with the women's
weather conditiQns and lack of Men's Golf Team
volleyball team. Therefore, I feel
preparation, the team did not do strives for
it necessary to recap the acwell in their first tournament on state championship
complishments of the Lady Tars
September 23-25, The Lady
thus far.
Seminole Invitational in
With a prestigiously challengTallahasee, FL. The top inBy Jane McNamara
ing schedule, the Lady Tars open- ,
dividual performers included
ed the season by winning the ColJunior Wendy Beerbower with
At this time, the players of the lege of Charleston Invitational.
scores of 81-81-78, Senior Coaollins . Men's Gold Team are From the:i;e, they brought home
Captain Pam Meany 81-80-84,
qualifying for .the biggest to~ma- not only the first place -title, but a
Senior Lee Ann V~gel 82-83-87,
ment of the ~eason, the Florida 1n: 7 and 1 ov:erall records as well.
Junior Siobhan Shields 85-86-82,
From South Carolina, they
tercollegiate Championships. The
and Sophomore Sarah Abplanalp
select members of the team will came home to host the Unive~sity
88-83-84. "Lack of course
travel to Se.bring, FL -0n of South Florida. In a gutty pe:rmanagement, that is knowing how
'November 8-10. The Tars are the formace, the Lady _Tars fell short
to play golf course was one-of the
defending champions of this tour- losing th,e best .of five match in
main probl~ms, "All the players
nament and are shooting for a ~our games.
have the potential to become
The next weekend the Lady
repeat performance.' "Th~ teaµi's
good golfers, and they have .
win last year was the first time a Tars traveled to Deland to parshown that they have the desire to
Division II school has won this ticipate Jn tlie Stetson Invitaplay well."
·
tournament in:. 37 years," said tion&!. In ·six matches, the Lady
One big factor that has mad,e it
Tars came out with a 4 and 2 winHead Coach Al. Simonds.
more difficult for the team is that
ning record and the second place
they play with Division I schools
finish be · d the University of
in which there is a much higher
Tampa.
level of competition. "We play
with top schools such as UCF, U.
OFF., and Univ. of Miami, "said
Coach Gamer.

On October 7-9, the team
played in the Memphis- State
Earlier this year, the Tars
Women's Intercollegiate Champlayed
at Winter Springs, FL in
pionship. Rollins finished 16th out
of 18 teams. hi noting top per- the Rollins Intercoll~giate· Invitaformers, Junior Wendy Beer- · tional, fr~m September 23-25.
bower tied for 22nd in the in- Their second tournament was on
dividual competition out' of a total October 4-6, the Stetson Interof 90 players. Her scores were 84 collegiate Invitational at DeBary,
r r um home, the team
and 78. Sophomore Cindy Ste- FL. On October 25-26, the team
faced three conference rivals- ·
played
at
Daytona
Beach,
FL
in
wart had scores of 87 and 85,
Florida Southern College,
while Senior Pam Meany had 87 the Embry-Riddle Tournament.
University
of Tampa, and Eckerd
and 87, Senior Lee Ann Vogel Coach Al Simonds was pleased
College. They lost to Southern
and
with
the
team's
performance
had an 83 and 96, and Sophomore ·
and Tampa, but defeated Eckerd
Sarah Abplanalp had an 88 ,and commented, "The team did will
to make their record 1 and 2 and
bad
weather
conditions
despite
93. "Our goal for this year is to BE
their overall record 12 and 6.
the best in Division Il" said Coach ,_ {rain, wind~)." Top performers for
Coming off of a strong but
this
tournament
included
Phil
Gamer. "There will
'ino;e·~
disappointing weeks perforMike
Smith·(I70),
Jaffe
with
159,
structured practices which will be
Ned Miller {171). Steve Franzen mance, the _ Lady Tars hit the
better for self-discipline."
roads again. This time, their
As for the freshmen, coach {173), and Jon Spitalny with a
travel took them to Troy, Alabama
to
this,
Mike
174.
In
addition
Gamer remarked, "There are
where they participated in one of
some good players that show im- .Smith won the "Closest to th~ Pin"
the
strongest tournaments of the
pressive
motivation and . contest, and Ned Miller won the
year.
The Lady Ta.rs fa.ired well in
"i,.ongest Drive" contest.
potential."
the All-Region tourney hosted by
As
an
overall
view
of
future
The remaining schedule conTroy State University. Rollins
sists of two tournaments, the Pat hopes for the team, Coach
entered
the Invitational ranked
Simonds said, "The freshmen are Bradley Intercollegiate Chamfifth in the region. After defeating
showing
signs
of
being
very
good
pionship in Key Biscayne, FL on
Jacksonville University, UniverNovember 11-13, and the Beacon golfers," "The team is holding its
sity of Tennessee at Martin, and
own
right
now.
The
team
has
the
Woods Invitational in Bayonet
Troy State, the team boosted their
Point, FL on November 18-20. potential to become one of the
position to 4th in the Region. All
greatest
teams
that
Rollins
has
Tournament play will then resume
teams participating in the tournaever
had."
in the spring.

he

ment were ranked either regionally and/or nationally. In this
strong competition, the Lady Tars
came out with an even three and
three record- which boosted
their overall standings to 15 and

However, a determined Montevallo team wasn't to be kept
down. They came back to sweep
the next two games and the first
place trophy.
Although they feel short, the
9.
.
R9llins College Women's team is
During the·course of the week, still a first class act. They should
the • Rollins Tars traveled to feel mighty proud of their 22 and
Melbourne to take on the Lady 10 record and their number 4
Engineers of F.I.T. There, they ranking in the Region, an honor
were victorious in three straight never before enjoyed. Some
games, 15-1, 15-4, and 15-2.
credit and congratulations for
This past weekend, the Lady such standings should go to
Tars set sail again to take part in freshmen Nancy P~rker, Dana
~e West Georgia College Invita- Gebhart, and Anne Bolling and
tional at Carrollton. The . Lady · Senior Lynne Wick for their
Tars stormed through the first day outstanding play thus far. They
of competition collectilg four are continuously showing marked
straight victories. They defeated improvement as they help pace
two division I schools - Mississippi the veteran Lady Tars attack. We
State and University of Alabama credit them with strong perfor:
at Birmingham. Also in pool play, mances.
the Lady Tars defeated Division II
Samford University. arid nationally ranked
iversity of~
Montevallo.

After closing th
perfect 4 and O ·r e o
Tars opened the s
d day
the same desire and determination. They opened in victory be
defeating division I Georgia
Tech. By doing so, this guaranteed the Lady Tars the ~umber
one seed in thei.r pool and a first
round bye in the single elimination play-off.
In the semi-finals, the Rollins
Tars again met Mississippi State.
This time, they demolished the
Lady Bulldogs in two straight,
IS-7 and 15-5. This victory put
·Rollins into the finals where they
faced University of Montevallo for
the second time during the
weekend. The first time, in pool
play, the Lady Tars swept them in
two *aight- but totality was not
to be. What looked to be another
Rollins victory did not holcf true.
In a neck to neck battle, Rollins
took the first game 15-13.

, 'ollins rs is
ni ersity of CenAlthough the Lady
Knights are no longer Division Il
Sunshine State competitors, the
prestigious cross-town rivalry will
still be in existence. On Monday,
November 5, the Lady Tars will
host U.C.F. On Tuesday, they
will play hostess to. the -Lady
Engineers of F.I. T. And, finally,
at home on Thursday,. _the Lady
Tars will close regular season
when they host Stetson Unfv~rsity. The Lady Tars will begin this
week with a 22 and 12 overall
record and a 3 and 4 conference
record.
After the seasonal closure, the
Lady Tars hope to take a stand at
26 and 12 overall and break even
at 4 and 4 in the conference.
Presently, they are seeded third
in the conference and will possibly face #2 seed Florida
Southern in the opening round.
The Conference Tournament will
begin at 6:30 p.m., Nov. 16th and
17th, at the University of Tampa.
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